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Iim©SUGH01

MThe Member of the Wedding is unconvemtional because it is mot a 
literal kind of play<> It is am inward play, and the conflicts are in
ward conflictso The antagonist is • » « a human condition of life, the

isense of moral isolationo® This comment which Carson McCullers made 
in reference to her dramatization of her own novel applies to all of her 
novels, plays, and short stories. The themes of human isolation as 
mam#s inevitable burden and his unceasing efforts to overcome it pre
dominate in all of her works.

Most of Mrs. McCullers# characters show the dual nature of this 
burden. They are lonely, and through many facets of loneliness, they 
reflect the idea that each man is am island. Some characters feel their 
loneliness acutely; others do not recognize it as such, but find their 
loneliness manifested as a fear of something, perhaps death, ier char
acters often do not really know themselves and in many eases are 
strangers, even with friends and loved ones. Perhaps the height of 
their loneliness is shown through a lack of communication. Much of the 
time these people find themselves talking to rather than communicating 
with someone else. ^Every person, firs. McCullers believes, is

Garsom McGullers, MThe Vision Shared,# Theater Arts. XXXIV 
(April 195©), 3®.
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imprisoned, in the cell of his ®wa being and aay practical attempt at
2communication̂  such as speech, is doomed to failure <,®

loneliness, them, forces the characters to seek some connection 
to escape their fate, lot only is the state of being lonely sometimes 
unrecognized, but also the escape is often subconscious. ©ftem Mrs. 
MeGullers® characters must first seek their em identities, when they 
are uncertain of such things as their parentage, goals, or places in 
society. A character's place in society may be uncertain because of his 
adolescence, race, abnormal desires, or deviate behavior.

Also a McGullers character will seek to establish a connection 
with some other person. This relationship is usually a love relation
ship, though often odd and unfulfilled. As ©liver Evans commented 
about Mrs. McGullers?' beliefs:

The only force which does net make for spiritual isola
tion is love, or ideal communication, love is the machinery 
by which men strive to escape from their cells, but their 
escape is seldom entirely or permanently successful, since 
love, powerful though it is, is subject to time and diminishes 
with the death of the love object— besides which, me love is 
ever a completely mutual experience.̂

lot finding a completely satisfactory compensation in love, some 
of McGullers?’ characters seek to establish a connection larger than with 
just one other person— a connection with a group or sometimes the whole 
world as when in The Member of the Wedding (1946), "Frankie Adams wants 
her blood in the veins of different kinds of people all over the world.

2©liver W. Evans,. “The.Theme of Spiritual.Isolation.in Carson
McGullers,*8 South;' Modern literature in Its Cultural Setting, ed. leuis
D. Eubin and lobert B. Jacobs (Garden City, lew York: Boubleday Dolphin
Books, 1961), p. 334» ", . -



Or the connection sought may fee mere of an escape from reality 
through another interest« Mmsic is probably the most common preoccu
pation of Mrs. MeGullerŝ  characters. We find them playing musical in
struments s singing, expressing their emotions in musical analogies, and 
finding respite from their loneliness through the world of music. This 
love of music finds its origin in Carson McGullersr childhood ambition 
of feeing a concert pianist.

iaother favorite device of escape for her characters is day
dreaming of faraway places, often foreign and usually snow-covered.
This snow obsession shared fey so many of her Southern characters can 
also fee traced to Mrs. McGnllersr childhood. In an article discussing 
her Christmases as a child, she reminisces? *1 longed more than any
thing else to see snow, lot especially on account of Santa Claus but

kjust because I longed for it.**
These music and snow daydreams are not the only kinds indulged

in by her characters; their daydreams incorporate all their secret and
mot-so-secret desires. And sometimes they become illusions as in The
Member of the Wedding when Frankie Adams changes her name to F. Jasmine
Adams to show she is grown-up, and in Clock Without Hands (1961) when
Judge Clane wants to dictate letters about his scheme to redeem the
confederate money. These illusions

enable men to endure their existence. • . = It is in fact 
the situation of most mem forced into an unhappy compromise 
between the ideal romantic relationships for which they

Ĉarson McCullers, f,Child*s View of Christmas,11 Eedbook, 
CXflll (December 1961), 31.-



long and those humdrw^and unsatisfactory substitutes which 
are available to them.

To portray this duality of human natures aan*s qualities of 
both isolation and interdependence, Garson MeGmllers has chosen charac
ters which are often bizarre and occasionally grotesque. Just as The 
Member of the Wedding is not a ̂ literal kind of play,18 neither are her 
other works literal. She uses her grotesque characters as symbols of
universal human qualities ̂’because a book is short and a man8 s life is

_ . £
long, [and] the awfulness has to be compressed.*8 Instead of seeing
these characters as freaks, the reader needs to realize that t8out of
the grotesque and the unreal she creates the most accurate comments on
normal existence. She moves into a level of unreality which is simply

7am exaggerated form of that level on which we lead our daily lives.*8
%  discussing the major characters in Mrs. EeGuUers8 novels, I 

shall attempt to show in this thesis that these characters portray this 
human isolation and the usually futile attempts to compensate for and 
overcome the loneliness. I shall also try to show that in using these 
grotesque and unreal characters Mrs. Mciullers is reflecting universal 
human qualities, portraying both individuals and society. Finally I 
shall try to show that her vision is not pessimistic and that she places 
her faith in love as the force which mitigates man8 s loneliness and en
able s him to,endure.

©̂liver W. Evans, "The Achievement of Garson MeGullers,” English Journal. 11 (May 1962), 308.
6Tennessee Williams, Introduction to Reflections in a Golden 

Eve (Mew Yorki Bantam Books, l#6l), p. xiv.
P̂aul Engle, "An Original Gift; Unique and Incredible,** Ghicago 

Sunday Tribune. Magazine of Books, June 10, 1951» p. 5«



eiAHEl: I

TIE HEART m  A MEET HUNTER

The Heart Is a Eemely Htmter is Mrs. MeGillers?- first aevel, pub
lished. whem she was twenty-tw© and hailed then by most reviewers as a 
masterpiece« low, twenty-three years and five novels later, many crit
ics still give it first place among her works. fertaimly this novel, 
laid in a small Southern town, sets forth her theme of the isolation of 
every kmmam. Ml the inhabitants of the town revealed their loneliness,
whether they were in the streets where ®*oftem in the faces along the

Sstreets there was the desperate look of hunger and of loneliness8® or in
the lew York Cafe’, the t©wnrs most popular restaurant where 88there was
no noise or conversation, for each person seemed to be alone*8 (p. 3©').

Mrs. McGnllers uses five major characters in The Heart Is a
lonely Hunter to show as many different kinds of loneliness and the
various attempts to overcome this fate. The deaf-mute 'Singer functions
as the focal point for the attentions of Mick Kelly, the adolescent

/tomboy| Biff Brannon, the womanish owner of the New York Cafe; Jake 
Blount, the itinerant, ineffectual social reformer; and Doctor Copeland, 
the intellectual Negro unable to reconcile himself to his racers ways. 
Haile these four were using Singer as a recipient for their attentions,

Carson McCullers, The Heart Is a lonely Hunter (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 6.
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he was not returning their affections, but turning to another deaf-mute, 
int©napoulos, as the object of his love. To complete the circle and 
carry out her vision of mutual isolation, Mrs. MeCullers makes 
Amtoaapoulos an immensely fat, insane egocentric who, before his commit
ment to an institution, used Singer. only as a servant and during his 
internment was interested only in Singer8"s gifts. Thus, we have five 
lonely hearts hunting for a connection with another person, and we can 
assume that intenapoules would be hunting also if he were same enough 
to feel his need. Although there were brief moments of happiness, none 
of these guests was satisfactorily fulfilled because Antonapoulos died, 
and his death caused Singer to commit suicide. This in turn removed 
the connection that the other four were using to compensate for their 
loneliness. Each then turned to something else which we are led to be
lieve would also be temporary and ultimately unsuccessful, ttok̂ s time 
was taken up by her new job at the ten-cent store in vague hopes of 
buying a secondhand piano$ Biff turned his attentions to his eafdj Jake 
left town to try to instill his ideas in more receptive listeners else
where | and Doctor Copeland was involuntarily moved to a house with his 
relatives where although his health might improve, his communication 
problems would increase.

Mick Kelly, the most fully developed of all five characters, 
represents the loneliness that is peculiar to adolescence. She belonged 
to no organization, such as the Girl Scouts; in high school ”she wasm®t 
a member of any bunch® (p. 104); and in the neighborhood ®if she wasr*'t ' 
nursing or trying to keep up with the bigger ones [children], she was 
by herself® (p. 18). lost in the limbo between her tomboyish youth



a»£ femlBime ad«l'bh®e4» mshe was at the age whea she leeked as mmeh like 
aa ©vergrewa hoy as a girl® (p. 131)« la her attempts to discover her 
place, Hek made msuceessfal veatures into both realms, fo insure 
herself of a place with the high school bunch, she gave a prom party 
which, in spite of the decorations and dress-up clothes, became fun 
ealy whea the younger neighborhood children came uninvited and the 
party turned into a ̂ regular playing out. . „ = They [the neighborhood 
kids) were like a catching sickness, and their coming to the party made 
all the other people forget about High School and being almost grown®
(p. 115)o lor was she ready to enjoy sex. from her experience with 
another adolescent. Marry Bmowitz, ELek gained only guilt, shame, and 
"this terrible afraidness® (p. 3©3) which came in her when she was 
alone or didn*;t have her mind on something fascinating ■>

Just as her forays into the adult world were unsuccessful, so 
were her regressions into the children's world unsatisfactory. Even 
after climbing on the roof of am unfinished house and writing names and 
obscene words on the interior walls in chalk, "she did not feel really 
satisfied® (p. 37) • The treasures which she kept in a hatbox under 
the bed were losing their fascination? and suddenly she saw objectively 
the violin she had been' making and said to her brothers ®%111, this 
dem*'t look like any real violin I ever saw?® (p. 44).

With the realms of childhood lost to her and the adult world 
not yet within her grasp. Hick tried even more to seek some interim 
connection. She turned to her family (®@f a sudden she loved all of 
the family and a tightness came in her throat® jp.
("Maybe she would try to think a long way ahead to the time when she

314) ) ? to daydreams



would g© north and see snow, or even travel somewhere in a foreign 
land*1 jj?= 3©4J) | to masie O’Maybe she would think about a phrase of 
hurrying jazz musiê jTpc. 3©3] )| and most of all to lister Singer {”She 
wanted to follow him everywhere*’ p) <> 3©4| » ”So long as she eemld see 
him and be near him she was right happy” |p« 3©Bj« ’’She loved him 
better than anyone in the. family” |b.= 31^ ) -

Belonging to a large family did not ease her loneliness, 
lather it served to emphasize it. Too old to tag after her older 
brother, she was still too young to be a part of her older sisters’1 
gossip of boys, movie stars, and make-up. In spite of her mother, 
father, two sisters, three brothers, and several boarders, she was 
lonely, seIt was funny, too, how lonesome a person eeuld be in a 
crowded house11 (p, 53)»

During the previous year she had turned to daydreams as one 
means of escaping her lonesomeness, SLck̂ s mental wanderings ranged 
from inventing things like pea-sized radios and flying machines to 
fasten on people’s backs, to digging the first tunnel through to China, 
to living with Sister Singer in some foreign land, preferably 
Switzerland or some other snowy place where she could save his life 
when he fell through the ice while skating. Her daydreams, such as 

lot of times the plans about the things that were going to happen to 
her were mixed up with ice and snow” (p, 97). and *’lt [her fame this 
time as a world-famous composer] would be in lew York City or else in a 
foreign country” (p. 238) are reminiscent of Carson McCullers® own auto
biographical words: that winter the family rooms, the whole town
seemed to pinch my adolescent heart, I longed for wanderings, I



9
longed especially for Hew York. . . . I dreamed ©f the distant city of

9skyscrapers and saewe®
Bat mere often than snow or foreign places, MckFs daydreams 

revolved aroand music« It was listening to music on the radio which 
gave her a real sense of identityo ®This was her. Kick Kelly, walking 
in the daytime and fey herself at night® In the hot sun and in the dark 
with all the plans and feelings ® This music was her— the real plain 
her” (p. ll?)® Her love for music, her interest in learning all she 
could about it, and her desire to own a radio, or better yet a piano, 
were what motivated and consoled her. »It was a funny thing— but 
nearly all the time there was some kind of piano piece or other music 
going on in the back of her mind. Ho matter what she was doing or 
thinking it was nearly always there” (p. 35)» lot owning a radio, she 
sought out those who did— Mss Brown, a former boarder; the houses in 

' the rich part of town; and Mster Singer. It was partly the hope of 
earning money to buy a radio that caused her to accept the job at the 
ten-cent store.

Although throughout the year she had sought connections with
people— her family, the high school bunch, Harry, and Mster Singer-
only one of these people adequately fulfilled her need. Only with
Mster Singer did she feel that her need to communicate was satisfied.

For some reason it was like they had a secret together. Or 
like they waited to tell each other things that had never 
been said before.
O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Ôarson McGullers, ®H@w I Began to Write,” Mademoiselle, XXOI 
(September 1948), 257® . . . .



So that mow there was this secret feeling between them.
She talked to him more than she had ever talked to a person 
before„ And if he eouid have talked he would have told her 
many things. It was like he was some kind of a great teacher, 
only because he was a mmte he did mot teach (pp. 239-241).

The irony, of course, is that Singer did mot talk back to acknowledge
or question what was told him, but only nodded from time to time.

Bek sought escape from her loneliness in two major ways;
Bster Singer and music. And they often intertwined. MThe fellow
H©tsart® s music was in"her mind again. It was funny, but Bster Singer
reminded her of this music** (p. 53) <> Bek expressed her duality by
living in two worlds. -

With her it was like there was two places-— the inside room 
amdsfefie outside room. School and the family and the things 
that happened every day were in the outside room. Bster 
Singer was in both rooms. Foreign countries and plans and 
music were in the inside room (pp. 161—3.62).

Bster Singer ®was the only person in the inside room*5 (p. 239). $,Im
the morning the first thing she would think of him. Along with music11
(p. 241)o '

These sources of escape did not provide a final answer, because 
this was a time of change for Bek. 11 This summer was different from 
any other time Bek could remember. Nothing much happened that she 
could describe to herself in thoughts or words— but there was a feeling 
of change. All the time she was excited11 (p. 97)« She matured 
physically. Her experiences broadened. Her little brother, Bobber, 
ceased being a baby and became George. She learned to understand her 
Bad. And finally S1there were these two things she could never believe. 
That Bster Singer had killed himself and was dead. And that she was 
grown and had to work at Woolworth1's11 (p. 343). These changes.



11
especially the last two, affected KLek so that ,$b o w  mo mmsi© was im her 
mimdo <> » » ES was like she was stoat oat from the inside room. Some
times a qaick little tame woald eome and go— hat she never went into 
the inside room with mmsi© like she ased to d©?* (p. 35©) • She seemed 
to have lost her yoatto and her two favorite means of escape. Bat she 
tried to ©ling to something and told herself that maybe she eoald save 
ememgto for a secondhand piano.

Maybe she woald get a ehanee soon. Else what the hell good
had it all been— the way she felt aboat mmsi© and the plans
she had made in the inside room? It had to be some good if 
anything made sense, imd it was too and it was too and it- 
was too and it was too. It was some good (p, 351)»

The reader does not leave BtLek with a sense of optimism, bat with a 
feeling that she will oentimme to seek somewhere to escape her loneli
ness,

like Hick Kelly, who was somewhat amorphons sexaally because of 
her adolescence. Biff Brannon, owner of the lew York Safe and outwardly 
the most normal of the five characters, was undergoing a physical 
change, ©r perhaps he was merely recognizing one that had already oc
curred.

By nature ail, people are of both sexes, , « , The proof?
Real youth and old age. Because often old menfs voices - 
grow high and reedy and they take on a mincing .walk, And
old women sometimes grow fat and their voices get rough and
deep and they grow dark littie mustaches. And he even 
proved it himself— the part of him that sometimes almost 
wished he was a mother and that Mick and Baby were his kids
Cpp® 131-132),

Biff represents the loneliness of a man who had lost the love relation
ships which had sustained him, bat who had not been able to find re
placements, largely because he refused to admit openly what he desired.
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Biff&s first love, his mother, was dead| bmt his love for her 

was manifested by his wearing her wedding ring and thinking of de- ■
eisions in terms of her. ,$¥ith nostalgia he glanced down at the:> ■ *
wedding ring on his fifth finger that had once been hers. He wondered 
again how she would have felt about his giving up church and religion?* 
(p. 31).

Even with his wife, Alice, Biff had not found the relationship 
he needed in order to escape his loneliness. Perhaps because he felt 
wedded to his mother^s memory and compared Alice to her (wMsten,* he 
said. *Th® trouble with you is that you dem%'t have any real kindness. 
Hot but one woman I®'ve ever known had this real kindness I?m talking 
aboutk® jTpe 15j ), their marriage had degenerated into the loneliness of 
two people tolerating each other and sharing the same bed, although at 
different hours. ®At night he worked downstairs while she slept®
(p. 121), and then after she got up in the morning, he remade the bed 
and went to sleep. ®They did not talk except on matters of business® 
(p. 121). It had not always been that way though. **Through the first 
year . . .he was happy and . . . she seemed happy even too® (p. 233)= 
But after fifteen years of calling each other by their first names, 
they had a quarrel and started ̂ calling each other Mister and Hisses, 
and since then they had never made it up enough to change it® (p. 14). 
During the latter part of their marriage there was no real communica
tion. After one unsuccessful attempt to explain to Alice why he served 
Jake Blount in the restaurant, ®he was sorry he had talked to Alice. 
With her, silence was better. Being around that woman always made him 
different from his real self8” (pp. 14-15) =



After‘Alioê s death. Biff "wemt tkremgh formal momnaimgo Bat be
cause she was a coastant reminder of his impotence (#Aad then later 
when kmidealy he lost it® When he could lie with a woman mo longer, 
Hotherogodf So that at first it seemed everything was gone® jj>, 234)), 
he purged himself of her presence by cleaning and later redecorating 
their room and taking one of his two s'einiseasonal baths. He also purged 
his memory of her, 1,8During the whole long day he had not been able to 
think of Alice, When he tried to remember her face there was a queer 
blankness in him® (pp, 128-129)» Months later this feeling was complete, 
®It was four months mow since her death, , , * He seldom thought of 
her® (p, 222),

Even before Alice1's death. Biff sought to overcome his loneli
ness by making other connections. In his isolation, caused by feeling 
so different from others, his attempts to connect, more mental than 
overt, centered on other freaks, ®What he had said to Alice was true—  
he did like freaks. He had a special friendly feeling for sick people 
and cripples® (p. 22), The four major freaks with whom he sought con
nections were his niece. Baby Wilson; Mick Kelly; Jake Blount; and 
Singer,

His feelings for Baby were maternal, ©nee when she was having 
a temper tantrum ®Biff took the situation in charge, He soothed Baby 
with a ball of candy gum and eased the coat from her shoulders, , . ,
He retied her sash and crushed the bow to just the right shape with his 
fingers® (p, 228), When Mrs, Wilson suggested to Biff that he would 
make a good mother, he answered, ®̂ Thanks, , , , That1"s a compliment®®
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Towards Mek, feeliiags were mixed. Sometimes he acted

like am adolescent as when he asked Harry Himomts if he knew her.
wHe felt as thomgh his ears had camght afire. He knew himself to be a
fool. He wanted to turn and walk away and yet he only stood there,
smiling and mashing his nose with his thumb" (p. 232). Sometimes his
feelings of tenderness for lick were maternal as when he served her hot
chocolate for a nickel instead of a dime.

He wanted to give it to her free. He watched her as she 
stood behind the counter and he was. troubled and sad. He 
wanted to reach out his hand and touch her sunburned, 
tousled hair— but not as he had everttouched a woman. In 
him there was an uneasiness, and when he spoke to her his 
voice had a rough, strange sound (p. 120).

Hick was aware of Biff̂ s attentions, but misinterpreted them.
He had always had this grudge against her. He always spoke 
to her in this rough voice different from the way he talked 
to other people. Was it because he knew about the time she 
and Bubber swiped a pack of chewing gum off his counter?
She hated him (p. 171). -

Biff, himself, felt guilty about his feelings.
Always he wanted to set her up to something, to give it to 
her. And not only a sundae or some sweet to eat— but some
thing real. That was all he wanted for himself— to give to 
her. Biff®-s mouth hardened. He had done nothing wrong but 
in him. he felt a strange guilt.. Why? The dark guilt in 
all men, unreckoned and without a name (p. 231).

To avoid these guilt feelings connected with his love for Mick, Biff
daydreamed about his special plan to adept two little children. He
would get a boy and a girl about three or four years old. They would
always think he was their own Bad.

@ur Father. The little girl like Mick (or Baby?) at that 
age... . . And the clothes he would make for her. ... The 
boy was dark and black-haired. The little boy walked be
hind him and copied the things he did. ... And then they 
would bloom as he grew eld. Our Father. And they would come 
to him with questions and he would answer them (p. 233)*



Tswards Jake aad SLmger, lramoiaT;s feelimgs were met so taell 
defimedg aor so stremgly felt. At first Biff felt for Jake Blemt the 
afflmity he had for all freaks. Fer twlve days he let him drlmk# eat, 
and became drmak and boisteroms im the cafe, the last five days ©m 
credit. Ihem Alice wanted to get rid ©f Jake, Biff defied.her and let 
him stay even themgh *&ever. had he seem a mam change so many times im 
twelve days, lever had he seem a fellow drink so much, stay drunk so 
l©ngn (p. 16). luring the next year, when Jake came into the cafe'. Biff 
tried to communicate with him. *Se wanted to draw Blount out completely 
so that he could understand certain questions concerning M bF (p. 227).

me and you have a serious talk. What is it you want anyway?
(p. 225)» But ®the man was a puzzle. le was always changing” (pi 225). 
Although there had never been any real communication between them. Biff 
tried to give Jake advice just before the would-be-refermer left town.
Anyway, I want to see you straighten out. g® why don̂ t you go some

place where you can meet a few people more or less like yourself? And
then settle down?®” (p. 344) When this was refused, he still gave Jake
some money to keep going for awhile.

Biff communicated less to Singer than did the other three, but
visited him mainly to ask questions and say aha.” ”The last one
B̂rannon) rubbed his nose [a gesture referred to many times}. He did
not come often and he did not say much. He asked questions” (p. 2©2) ./i
In an unmailed letter to Amtemapeulos, Singer wrote;

However, the lew York Gafe owner is different— he is not just 
like the others. ... He watches.
0 0  0 0  0 0 0  0 0 ®  o o . e o o o  o o o - o ^ o  o o  0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0

Aha, says the owner of the Hew York Gafe. He is a thoughtful 
one (pp. 212-213)= . - ,
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Part ©f Biff*s interest in Singer was cariosity. Because he had a mind
that ran #hy reasons instead of just wants'* (p. 128), Brannon questioned
the trust that the others had in Singer.

They [Blount and Hick] talked, and the mute's expression 
changed as he watched them. It was a funny ,thing. The 
reason— was it in them or in him? He sat very still, with 
his hands in his pockets, and because he did not speak it 
made him seem superior. What did that fellow think and 
realise? What did he know?' ... After they were gone he 
still wondered what it was about this mute— and in the early 
dawn when he lay in bed he turned over questions and solu
tions in his mind without satisfaction. The puzzle had taken 
root in him. It worried him in the back of chis mind and left 
him uneasy® There was something wrong (p. 133)»

Hot knowing this answer bothered Biff, and he was also jealous that
Mick and Blount were drawn to Singer rather than to him.

The thing that mattered was the way Blount and Mick made of 
him a sort of home-made God. Owing to the fact he was a 
mute they were able to give him all the qualities they wanted 
him to have. Yes. But how could such a strange thing come 
about? And why? (pp. 229-230)

Singer*s death, which had created a void in the lives of the others,
affected Brannon more as an unfinished puzzle. "And now for a month
Singer had been dead and buried. And the riddle was still in him, so
that he could not be tranquil" (p. 355)° Thus, Biff was the one who
unemotionally arranged for the funeral.

At the close of the novel, we see Biff Brannon still searching 
for someone to love. "But who? Hh© would he be loving now? Ho one 
person. Anybody decent who came in out of the street to sit for an
hour and have a drink. But no one person" (p. 354) ° He had lost each
of the connections he had had. His mother and wife were dead. The 
freaks he had been kind to in the cafe had gone their way. Baby 
Wilson®s career, had been thwarted and her beauty marred, lick had
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matmred beyemd Ms desires- **&ad Hick- The ©me #h@ in the last 
months had lived so strangely in his heart- Was. that love done •with 
tool1 Yes- It was finished- - - - He watched her and felt only a sort 
of gentleness- In him. the old feeling was gone” (p- 354)» Jake had 
left town- -And Singer was dead- There was no one- - - - loneliness 
gripped him so that his breath qmiekened” (p. 354) =

Biff recognized Ms duality and his need, .
Then suddenly he felt a quickening in Mm- - - - For in a 
swift radiance of illumination he saw a glimpse of human 
struggle and of valor- - - - And of those who labor and of 
those who— one word— love- His soul expanded- But for a 
moment only- For in Mm he felt a warning* a shaft of 
terror- Between the two worlds he was suspended- « - » The 
left eye delved narrowly into the past wMle the right gazed 
wide and affrighted into a future of blackness* error, and 
ruin- And he was suspended between radiance and darkness- 
Between bitter irony and faith (pp- 355-354)-

Although Brannon®s search for someone with whom to connect had come to
a standstill at the end of the novel* the reader knows Brannon will *
find someone else- Meantime he would be able to cling to Ms work-

But* motherogod* was he a sensible man or was he not? And 
how could tMs terror throttle him like tMs when he didm®t 
even know what caused it? And would he just stand here like 
a jittery Mnny or would he,pull himself together and be 
reasonable? For after all was he a sensible man or was he 
not? - - - Somehow he remembered that the awing had not yet 
been raised- As he went to the door Ms walk gained steadi
ness- And when at last he was inside again he composed him
self soberly to await the morning sun (p. 356) -

Jake Blount®s isolation was that special kind felt by a
fanatical social reformer who tMnks that he knows the truth

(®I get the Gospel in me*** he said- **I want to tell it to 
somebody-** .
o o o o o - ©  © o © o e o © o © © © o © o © © o o o o o © o o

"There®s a tent around the corner and it®s Sunday*" the 
small man, said finally- "You can go there and tell all the 
Gospel you want-*’
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*1#$ met that kimtL Xt»s better« It*s the trmth® jfp„ ),.

and is trying to eemmeet "with ethers for the sake of spreading this
troth. His ill'asiom was hetmd mp im social revolmtiom, ©verthrotdmg
governments of all kinds, and creating a •workers®’ paradise. More than
wanting to connect with any one person, Jake felt a connection with all
downtrodden workers everywhere«

In his search for others who knew the troth, Jake was seldom
successful,, Biff Brannon did not comprehend who he was, orowhat he was.

It was hard to tell what kind of folks he had or what part of 
the country he was from. He was always changing. . . . There 
was no connection. ... He was like a man thrown off his 
track by something.
o o o o o o o  o o o o p o o o o o e  0 0 0 0 9 0 0  o o e o o o
The peer sem-of-a-biteh talking and talking and not ever getting 
anybody to understand what he meant. Hot knowing himself, most 
likely (pp. 17, 32).

He was misunderstood by his fellow-workers and the people on the street, 
who either thought he was crazy and laughed at him. (̂ He just tickles 
me. I carnet look at him without laughing** £p= 28l) ), or joined him 
just to steal the money collected for the cause. His attempt to unite 
with the street-eormer evangelist who scrawled cryptic Biblical mes
sages on the walls was frustrated when the religious fanatic tried to 
convert Blount. Uhem Jake learned about Doctor Copeland*s attempts to 
unite the legro people in an effort to raise their status, he sought a 
meeting, hoping they could combine their crusades. But this too was 
doomed to failure through a lack of communication. Each man was too 
devoted to his own cause not to put it first. Thus, Doctor Copeland 
wanted to raise the status of the Hegr© race, then raise the economic 
conditions of all people, while Blount thought that helping all workers



woiald amtomatically erase the legr©t:s problem, seeing it as only ec©- 
nemic and not racial, later Jake reflected on their meeting.
SI0©pelamd knew. And these wh© knew were like a hamdfml ©f naked sol
diers before am armed battalion. And what had they dome? They had 
harmed t© .quarrel with each other11 (p. 34©) •

Because his efforts to communicate with people were so un
successful, Jake Blount often sought escape by drinking. His first im
pression upon the town was as a drunk. And, although after that epi
sode he stayed sober enough to retain his job at the Sunny Dixie Show, 
his tirades with Singer were always accompanied by drinking, causing 
Singer to comment to Antonapouloss 1$He cam drink three pints of Happy 
lays whiskey and still talk and walk on his feet and net wish for the 
bed. You will not believe this but it is true11 (p. 213).

Always Jake was lonely with his vision of social reform. ”Th© 
town seemed more lonesome than any place he had ever known® (p. 58) ®
And his daydreams did not suffice. 11 The loneliness in him was so keen 
that he was filled with terror11 (p. 152)« He needed a receptive 
audience and found one in Singer. 11 Of all the places he had been this 
was the loneliest town of all. Or it would be without Singer. Only he 
and Singer understood the truth. He knew and could not get the don$t- 
knows to see11 (p. 282). From his first meeting with Singer in the cafe 
(e*Y®m*re the only ©me in this town who catches what I mean,® Blount 
said. $"For two days now I been talking to you in my mind because I

. 2§j ) and the first 
longing to return to Singer®s room to talk after Singer had him spend 
the night to sober up

know you understand the things I want to mean® jj>



(The aH*e*s face was in his mind very clearly. It was 
like the face ©f a friend he had known for a long time.
Me had been thinking of the man ever since he had left his 
room.
© O  O O O O O C O O O O O O O O O O O t i i O O O O O e o O O
He wanted suddenly t© return to the mutexs quiet room and 
tell him of the thoughts that were in his mind. It was a 
queer thing to want to talk with a deaf-mute. But he was 
lonesome Qpp. 60, 6^ )

through his weekly Sunday visits to Singer*s room ("Only on Sunday,
when he was with his friend, did he feel at peace" jj>« 28^ ) until the
betrayal when Singer had deprived him of his solace ("And the way he 
had felt when he first heard that he had killed himself was not sad— it 
was angry. ... He remembered all the innermost thoughts that he had 
told to Singer, and with his death it seemed to him that they were 
lost" jp. 339}), Jake saw Singer as the only one in the world who 
understood. The irony in this supposition supports Mrs. MeGullers* 
vision of inevitable isolation very well, for Singer did not understand 
either. In the letter to Antonapoulos, he wrote: "The one with the
mustache I think is crazy. ... .He thinks he and I have a secret to
gether; tmt I do not know what it is" (pp. 212-213). But while Singer 
lived, it was enough for Jake that he thought that the mute*s "eyes 
seemed to understand all that he had meant to say and to hold some 
message for him. ... *-You get it,® he said in a blurred voice., *You
know what I mean®" (p. 69).

At the end of the novel Jake left town, broken-hearted and empty 
inside because of Mnger^s death, but ready to begin again what the 
reader is sure will be another unsuccessful attempt at social reform.
"As soon as the town was behind a new surge of energy came to him. But 
was this flight or was it onslaught? Anyway, he was going. All this
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to begin another time, « , « There was hope in Mm, and soon perhaps 
the outline of his journey would take form49 (p. 347) °

loetor Benedict lady Copeland also represents the isolation of 
a would-be reformer, this time in the field of racial equality, loetor 
Copeland, whose patients admired him so much that they named their 
children after him, (**Benedict Copeland, the boys were all called. But 
for the girls there were such names as Benny Mae or Madyben or Bemedine 
Madine, He had counted one day, and there were more than a dozen named 
for hit# |p, 73j) did mot want this devotion, fostered by his medical 
practice, so much as he wanted his people to understand what he was 
trying to tell them about his "strong, true purpose, the will to 
justice** (p, 257), for the legr© race.

But for Doctor Copeland, as for McCullers4' other characters, 
the inability to communicate frustrated his efforts at every turn. He 
failed to reach his own family, his legro community, and the only white 
man with similar purpose, Jake Blount. It was not that Doctor Copeland 
could not talk well. He **always spoke so carefully that each syllable 
seemed to be filtered through his sullen, heavy lips** (p. 72). But be
cause of this clearly enunciated white man^s speech, he talked over the 
heads of his own people and was considered insolent by most whites who 
refused to listen to what he said, being offended by how he said it.

In his attempt to elevate the Hegro, Doctor Copeland rejected 
traditional Hegro culture. He adopted not only the white man4-s speech, 
but also his manners, mode of dress, and way of living. He named his 
children mom-Hegro names: Hamilton, Karl Marx (called Buddy by every
one else), William (Willy to others), and Portia. In their childhood



he tried t© ̂ impress upon them that there was a© God, but that their 
lives were holy aad for each ©me ©f them there was this real true 
purpose” (p.. 79)* Also whe did not want them to wear bright-colored, 
flimsy slothes” (p. d©)» but dressed them ia austere black and white 
garmemts. His house had to be ”plaim amd.dark and indicative of work, 
and the real true purpose” (p» 86)= However, his efforts were not suc
cessful for at the same time his wife, Daisy, ®was teaching the children 
the cult of meekness. She told them about hell and heaven” (p. 80).
She pierced Portiâ s ears and let the children keep kewpie dolls and 
finally left her husband when his ”strong, true purpose” caused such a 
”blaek, terrible, Eegro feeling” (p. 81), such a madness, that he ©nee 
became drunk and struck herywith a poker. In later years Portia, the 
Kelly*s cook, was the only one of his children who was not still afraid
of him, and even they could not talk without quarreling. ”*It dom*t

1
take words to make a quarrel,* Portia said. *Ifc look to me like us is 
always arguing even more when we sitting perfectly quiet like this8”
(p. 74)• Portia had achieved the compromise which her father refused 
to even consider.

”1 believe and I haves peace.
0 0 . ^ 0  0 Q O © O  O O O  O O O  Q O  O 0 0-0 o o © o o O Q o o

Hamilton or Buddy or Willie or me— none of us ever
cares to talk like you. Is talk like our own Mama and her 
peoples and their peoples before them. You think out every
thing in your brain. While us rather talk from something in 
our hearts that has been there for a long time”
(pp. 5©, 77-7B)*

But even though Portia did not realize it, lector Copeland talked from
his heart too. After having addressed a legro gathering about their
mission, ”his heart turned with this angry, restless love” (p. 195),



Ms "strong, true purpose o®
After he lost his family. Doctor Copeland turned to the Negroes

in his communityo Sometimes he tried to tell them in simple words how
to raise themselves from poverty and filth. And sometimes he lectured
to them about their great injustice, ”t© be denied the right to work
according to oriels ability*8■ (p= Ifl), He exhorted them:

#0ur mission is to walk with strength and dignity through 
the days of our humiliation. Our pride must be strong, for 
we know the value of the human mind and soul. We must teach 
our children. We- must sacrifice so that they may earn the 
dignity of study and wisdom. For the time will come, , , ,
And our mission is to await this time with strength and 
faith** (pp. 192-193 )»

And although they clapped their hands and stamped their feet at speeches
like tMs, Doctor Copeland wondered. ^How much that he had said today
was understood? How much would be of any value?** (p. 195)

like each of the characters already discussed. Doctor Copeland
found Ms one satisfactory connection with Singer. Their first contact
when Singer lit a match for him in the dark was brief, but it made such
an impression on Doctor Copeland that later **he remembered the wMte
many's face when he smiled behind the yellow match flame on that rainy
night— and peace was in him** (p. S9)« Although that first night **he
wanted to talk to the white man and ask Mm some questions . . . because
of the insolence of all the .white race he was afraid to lose his dignity
in friendliness** (pp. 84-85)» However, he visited Singer̂ s room so that
he could inquire about an institution for a deaf-mute patient of Ms,
and he soon discovered that

truly he was not like other white men. He was a wise man, 
and he understood the strong, true purpose in a way that 
other wMte men could not. He listened, and in his face



there was somethimg gentle and Jewish, the knowledge ©f one 
who belongs to a race that is oppressed (p. 134)«

In fact, quite often when Doctor Copeland became discouraged, 1$he went
to Bister 'Singer̂ 's room. The visit blunted the feeling of loneliness
in him so that when he said good-bye he was at peace with himself once
more*1* (p, 147) ° Singert’s death, occurring at the same time as lector
Copeland*s own worst attack of tuberculosis, caused him much sorrow and
consternation»

But truly with the death of that white man a dark sorrow had
lain down in his heart. He had talked to him as to no other
white man and had trusted.him. And the mystery of his suicide 
had left him baffled and without support, There was neither 
beginning nor end to this sorrow, lor understanding. Always 
he would return in his thoughts to this white man who was mot 
insolent or scornful but who was just (pp. 330-331)°

Without this one person, who he thought understood his purpose,
and with his final physical collapse. Doctor Copeland allowed himself
to be taken to the farm of his relatives to be cared for. He still
clung to some faint hope.

It was not possible that this could be the end. Always. he had 
felt in him the strong, true purpose. For forty years his 
mission was his life and his life was his mission. And yet 
all remained to be done and nothing was completed.
© o © © o o e o © e o o 9 o o a o e e ® o o o e o o o o o @ o
He. felt the fire in him and he could net be still (pp. 333-334).

But Mrs. McCullers warns the reader not to share this hope.
He wanted to sit up and speak in a loud voice— yet when he
tried to raise himself he could not find the strength. The 
words in his heart grew big and they would not be silent»
But the old man driving the buggy in which the Doctor rode 
had ceased to listen and there was no one to hear him (p. 334)°

The object of the attentions of these major characters then was 
Bister Singer, a deaf-mute who was more lonely than any of his visitors, 
less able to cope with his loneliness, and who ironically and



sigaificamtly coxild met •mmderstand %hat these people -were telling him 
although he could read their lips. This lack ©f communication is 
ironic because he ms thought by these four to be the only one -who did 
understand and is significant because it recurs in each of Mrs, 
MoGullersW following novels. It is not the being understood, but the 
telling? not the being loved, but the loving, that is the important 
thing. To emphasize this idea, she shows us that neither love nor com
munication is equally reciprocal between people because of human iso
lation.

In Singerfs ease his affections all centered upon Jntomapoulos, 
Singer and Antonapoulos once lived together, and during that time 
Singer talked with his hands to Ms friend constantly when they, were 
together, “BLs hands shaped the words in a swift series of designs, . 
His face was eager and Ms gray-green eyes sparkled brightly?* (p. 4) » 
Typically, this communication was one-sided, for ??it was seldom that 
he [Antonapoulos] ever moved Ms hands to speak at all— and then it was 
to say that he wanted to eat or to sleep or to drink?’ (p. 4), Again, 
it was the talking that was important since ’’Singer never knew just how 
much Ms friend understood of all the tMngs he told him. But it did 
not matter” (p, 4)«

But when Antonapoulos?' cousin had him committed to the state 
insane asylum. Singer became the loneliest man in town, wandering 
’’through the streets of the town, always silent and alone” (p. 12), and 
dreaming of Antonapoulos (”, , . and when he awakened a great aching 
loneliness would be in him” [p, llj)«

It was during this lonely time that he was sought by the others



who saw him *9exactly as they wanted him to be** (p. 222)« Thus3 Doctor
Gopeland supposed him to be a Jew or member of some other downtrodden
race- ' Mick knew he was deaf, but imagined that he knew a great deal
about music = Each person in town explained Singer*" s. origin according
to his own background, **The rich thought that -he was rich and the poor
considered him a poor man like themselves8* (p. 221), These people felt
"that the mute would always understand whatever they wanted to say to
him, And maybe even more than that" (p, 94)® They attributed fantastic
powers to him. After lubber Shot Baby Wilson, Sick thought that

Mister Singer was the only one who seemed to know what it was 
all about, , . , Mister Singer was different from any other 
man, and at times like this it would be better if other people 
would let Mm manage, He had more sense and he knew things 
that ordinary people comldnft know (p, 177)«

But Singer did not have this omniscience, "At first he had not under
stood the four people at all. They talked and they talked— -and as the 
months went on they talked more and more, He became so used to their 
lips that he understood each word they said" (p, 203), But understand
ing each word is not a satisfactory communication, After Antonapoulos 
left Mm, "he had been left in an alien land. Alone, He had opened 
Ms eyes and around him there was much he could not understand. He was 
bewildered" (p. 202), Finally he learned to agree "with each of them 
in turn, though what it was they wanted him to sanction he did not 
know" (p. 318)o

lather than considering these people nuisances. Singer welcomed 
their visits because, as he told Antonapoulos, "they help . . . take . • 

mind away from . . . [myj lone someness" (p. 92). This "want for 
Antonapoulos was always with him . « . and it was better to be with any



persea than t© be to© long alone® (p. 203)» Ihen he had. no visitors he 
reverted, to his. walks arewd town where ®he was always glad to stop with 
anyone wishing his company® (pp. 197-19#) • There was msmally someone 
who did, for *ia his face there was still the look of peace that is seen 
most often in those who are very wise or very sorrowful® (p« 197)» And 
people mistook the latter for the former <,

But although he was seldom alone. Singer was always lonely 
without Antonapouloso He could only listen to his visitors, whereas 
his great need was to talk, not just to anyone, as he proved by trying 
to communicate with three deaf-mutes after Antonapoulos died, but to 
his Greek friend, like Biff, who is usually described as rubbing his 
nose, Singer had a characteristic habit, that of keeping his hands 
stuffed in his pockets. "Ihen out, they were restless., these speech 
organs. ®. . . Sometimes when he was alone and his thoughts were with 
his friend his hands would begin to shape the words before he knew 
about it. Them when he realised he was like a man caught talking aloud 
to himself® (p. 204).

So Singer kept his hands in his pockets, listened to his visi
tors, and dreamed of Antonapoulos at might (®In his dreams they were 
always together*® jp» 198]) and during the day (®Behind each hour there 
was always his friend® |p= 17#] )» He wrote the Greek usmailed letters, 
sent him gifts of luscious food and silk pajamas, and visited him when 
he could stand it alone no longer. Singer6's thoughts of Antonapoulos 
were as intense and emotional as a lover*s towards his sweetheart.
When he visited their old home ®he could feel the warm touch of his 
friend6s arm against his fingers. ... The emptiness spread in him®



(p, 205)o Another time he composed a letter because “there was only 
the face of Antonapoulos in his mind, and his longing for his friend 
was so sharp that he held his breath" (p« 214)« Even though he knew 
that he would not mail this letter because Antonapoulos could not read, 
he attempted to relieve his isolation by writing, "The way I need you 
is a loneliness 1 cannot bear. . . . I am not meant to be alone and 
without you who understand" (pp. 214-215)=

Although this love was not reciprocated by Antonapoulos, whose 
only lasting interest was food and who usually seemed bored with Singer, 
the opportunity of visiting and adoring his friend kept Singer existing 
in spite of his loneliness. But with Antonapoulos® death, life*3 mean
ing ceased for Singer; and unable to bear it completely alone, he 
"brought out a pistol from his pocket and put a bullet in his chest"
(p. 323)= Of all five characters. Singer alone could not withstand 
his idol8s failing him.

The relationship of the characters in this novel was pictured 
symbolically in Singer®s dream when he saw Antonapoulos kneeling

at the top of these steps. He was naked and he fumbled with 
something that he held above his head and gazed at it as 
though in prayer. He himself (jSingerl knelt halfway down 
the steps. He was naked and cold and he could not take his 
eyes from Antonapoulos and the thing he held above him. Be
hind him on the ground he felt the one with the mustache and 
the girl and the black man and the last one. They knelt 
naked and he felt their eyes on him. And behind them there 
were uncounted crowds of kneeling people in the darkness 
(p. 215).

Here is man reaching out to communicate with someone separated from him 
by several steps. Even crazy Antonapoulos at the top who reached 
towards no one, fumbled towards some thing. These people did not turn



t© ©tiaers on their same step, just as the four when they met in 
Singer#"s room did not talk to ©me another. As ©me critic commented ©m 
this meeting, T̂ogether at last they represent a society, net ©f com
munion, but of collective isolation,®^

Thus, 6arson HeCullers depicts five people searching for some 
connection, some escape fr©m this loneliness. And. in each case the be
loved fails the pursuer wh© finds himself still lonely. His final 
loneliness is inevitable but has been somewhat mitigated by his having 
loved. To 0arson MeGullers, the experience of loving is what saves 
man from breaking beneath the burden of his isolation. Although none 
of the loves in The Heart Is a lonely Hunter was mutually reciprocal, 
*love does not have to be a reciprocal experience to benefit the lover.
Its chief value is to the lover in helping to release him from him- 

11self.4* While Singer was alive. Hick, Biff, Jake, and Doctor Copeland 
were able to escape themselves in his room. And Antonapoulos served as 
a release for Singer.

As in Singer* s dream, all of the characters in this novel were 
isolated and all reached toward something not quite attainable— complete 
communication with a particular someone. Because none of their day
dreams or compensating pastimes provided a satisfactory escape from 
loneliness, these individuals all found their only happiness in being 
with and talking to the particular someone. Thus the deaths of Singer

10Ihab fi« Has san,. **Carson. McQullers: The Alchemy of love and
Aesthetics, of Pain,** Modern fiction Studies, ¥, (Winter 1959-1960), 317=

"̂Evaas, **The Theme of Spiritual Isolation . • = ,** 335.



and Sntonapemlos enforce Mrs. McGmllers?; contention that isolation is 
the inevitable victor over love. In The Heart Is a Xonely Hunter she 
shows that

men seek to communicate the incommunicables seek a way out 
of the invincible solitude that binds them forever within 
their own souls, seek to retain rare moments of communion 
and beauty of love, seek and grasp and then lose» The heart 
is always a lonely hunter.-̂

. .Jane Hart, ^Carson McCullers, Pilgrim of loneliness,*® 
Georgia Review,.XI (Spring 1957), 53.



CHAPTER II

REFLECTIOUS g  A G0EDBI EH

In Reflections in a golden Eye Mrs. McCullers does not arrange
her characters in a meat structure like the one symbolized by Singer̂ s
dream in The Heart Is a lonely Hunter« The major characters in this
second novel do not revolve around one focal character5 but rather
show much more complex human relationships. The author now deals not
with fraternal relationships P as she did in her first novels but with

13what Vickery has referred to as tfconvoluted sexual relationships «s 
Since "any kind of deviation, whether physical or psychological, 
naturally tends to increase this sense of isolation,1* in her quiet 
Southern army post setting Mrs. McGullers has placed five of her most 
psychologically grotesques characters and presents their interaction as 
each tries to overcome the isolation caused by his particular kind of 
freakishnesso Mrs. McGullers agrees that her characters are grotesque 
and has explained why she chooses this kind of character« “Spiritual 
isolation is the base of most of my themes. . . . love, and especially 
of a person who is incapable of returning or receiving it, is at the 
heart of my selection of grotesque figures to write about— people whose 
physical incapacity is a symbol of their spiritual incapacity to love

 ^John. B. Vicke ry/^Car son .McGullers i A Map of love,11
ITlscensln Studies in Contemporary literature, I (Winter If6©), 13.

^Evans, “The Theme of Spiritual Isolation . . 337°
31
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15©r reeeive love— their spiritual isolation Im all her -works Hrs. 

McGtOJLers portrays this incapacity. Ho character can both give and re
ceive loves at least met to and from the same person in equal portions, 
Bmt although Garson MeGmllers agrees that she writes about freaks, she
does not agree that these characters are abnormal, for she says, “Ha-

16tmre is not abnormal, only lifelessness is abnormal=“ Gaptain
Pemdertom, a major character in Reflections in a Golden Eye, reflects 
this idea when he disagrees with the theory that “any fulfillment ob
tained at the expense of normalcy is wrong, and should, not be allowed to 
bring happiness , , , £amd| it is better, because it is morally honor
able, for the square peg to keep scratching about the round hole rather

1?than to discover and use the unorthodox square that would fit it.®
Tennessee Williams, in his introduction to the Bantam look edi

tion of this novel, attributes to Garson MeCullers an artistes vision
IBof the “Sense of The Awful,® which is “a sense, an intuition, of an

. . - ' " '■ TOunderlying dreadfulmess in modern experience7 He explains her in
sight into this terrifying universal quality in the following way;

, . , the true sense of dread is not a reaction to any
thing sensible or visible or even, strictly, materially, 
knowable. But rather it*s a kind of spiritual intuition

Carson McGullers, “The Flowering Bream; Motes on Writing,“ 
Esquire, H I  (December 1959), 162,

^Ibid,, 1S3. ' '
% " . i - . - : ' -• *- '■ • ' ' ' ' -Garson McGullers, Reflections in a Golden Eye (Boston; 

Houghton Mfflim Company, 1941), p, 163, • --
T O  . ' / -' Tennessee Williams, p. xiv,
■ -Ibid,, p. xi.



of something almost too incredible ani shoekimg to talk 
about» -which underlies the whole so-called thing. It is 
the incommuni cable something that we shall have to call 
mystery which is so inspiring of dread among these modern 
artists. . .

The small army post in peacetime is an excellent microcosm in which to 
show this “Sense of The Awful.** In contrast to the monotony of military 
regulations and “the dullness of the post® (p. l) where “things happen, 
but then they happen over and over again** (p. 1), the characters seem 
even more grotesque.

Although there is no focal character in this novel to whom the 
other characters turn for solace, there is a central character who in
fluences the other major characters, although in some eases very in
directly. This figure is Captain Fenderton whose homosexuality was the 
maim cause of his isolation, although he was also a sadist, a maso- 
chist, and a kleptomaniac. As was Biff Brannon, the Captain is de- ! 
scribed in rather feminine terms. le is shown wearing “a gold ring on 
one of his white, fattish hands® (p. 6) and giving directions to 
Private Williams in **a nervous, finicky manner** (p. 6) and sexually ob
taining “within himself a delicate balance between the male and female 
elements, with the susceptibilities of both the sexes and the active 
powers of neither® (p. 13). To sublimate this tendency, the Captain 
found that he could “withdraw a bit from life . . . and throw himself 
wholeheartedly into some impersonal work® (p. 13). Thus, “his head was 
filled with statistics and information of scholarly exactitude** (p. 14), 
and he became an expert on the digestive system of lobsters and the life

2© •Ibid., p. xiii.
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history of Trilobites« He kaew three languages quite well, and ®he 
knew something of astronomy and had read much poetry® (p° 14)» He di
rected his energies to his work, and his army career prospered.

Despite his comparative youth jthirty-five) he was soon to 
wear the maple leaves of a Major; and in the army, where 
promotion is largely contingent on seniority, this pre
mature advancement was a marked tribute to his ability.
The Gaptain had worked hard and his mind was brilliant from 
a military point of view— it was the opinion of many officers, 
including the Gaptain himself, that he would one day be a high 
ranking General (pp. 154-155)»

This method of escaping his homosexual inclinations worked 
quite well, although "when he was a young lieutenant and a bachelor 
... his fellow officers tended to avoid his room in the bachelors# 
quarters or else to visit him in pairs or groups® (p. 14), until he 
married Teonora. Because of his "basic lack® (p. 13) and her strong 
sexual desires, leonora always had a lover. The Gaptain®s attempt to 
escape his isolation through marriage, one of society#s accepted 
channels, failed, and instead of turning into a satisfactory husband, 
he developed "a sad penchant for becoming enamoured of his wife* s 
levers® (p. 13)« At the start of this novel leonorafs lover for the 
past two years had been their neighbor. Major Xangdon. Although 
Gaptain Fenderton®s feelings for the Major were never pvertly expressed, 
"in the last year he had come to feel an emotional regard for the Major 
that was the nearest thing to love that he had ever known. More than 
anything else he longed to distinguish himself in the eyes of this 
man" (p. 41)» Thus, the Gaptain remained in his isolation, with his 
love for others either ineffectually expressed or completely repressed.

However, the Gaptain gained some relief through his occasional
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outbursts ©f ̂ repressed, antisocial behavior» Sadism, was ©ne type ©f 
antisocial behavior which provided an emotional,outlet» Shortly after 
his uneonsummated marriage, the Captain took one of his solitary walks, 
and after finding and caressing a tiny, warm kitten, he had 11opened the 
freezing letter slot and squeezed the kitten inside <, Then he had con
tinued on his way" (p. 15), later during the action of this novel the 
Captain went for a wild ride on his wafers horse. Firebird, the symbol 
of masculinity in this novel. At the start of the ride the Captain 
mistreated the horse by three times giving him "his head just long 
enough for the joy of freedom to be aroused and then check . » . |ing| 
him without warning" (p. 94)° Then, after the ride, which the Captain 
enjoyed immensely, he beat Firebird savagely until "at last the horse 
stood motionless and gave a broken sigh. A pool of sweat darkened the 
pine straw beneath him and his head hung down" (p. 1©©). Although his 
sadistic behavior extended also to humans, Pendertonfs mistreatment of 
people was often subtle, seldom physical, and sometimes ineffectual.
His hatred for Alison langdon, the wife of leenora* s lover, caused him 
to circulate.false and deprecating stories about her and her Filipino 
houseboy, Anaeleto. Captain disliked Alison "first of all because
of her total indifference, to himself" (p. 42), and also because she 
"knew, and kept secret" (p.. 42) his kleptomania. When she discovered 
him in the act of pocketing a dessert spoon at a dimmer&party, she was 
first amazed, but

after a horribly long stare Alison had burst out laughing—  
yes, laughing. . . . And all through that tormenting evening 
whenever he looked at her she gave him. such a mocking smile.
Since then she was careful to keep a sharp watch on him when 
he was a guest at her table (p. 6f).
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Fer these reasons flfreqmently, in many mean and stibtle ways, the Captain 
tried to hurt this woman** (p. 42). later when his attachment for 
Williams "began, "his mind swarmed with a dozen canning schemes by which 
he coaid make the soldier suffer" (p. 1©4).

The Captain®"s masochistic acts are not chronicled, bat are 
hinted at when the reader is told that "often in his life he had 
exacted many strange and secret little penances on himself which he 
would have found difficult to explain to others" (p. 95)= All of his 
horseback riding was done "because this was another one of his ways of 
tormenting himself" (p. 95).

Captain Pemdertom̂ s kleptomania was something he had been able 
to saecessf ally resist all bat twice. The first time was at the age 
of seven when he stole his aunt®s "old-fashioned hair-reeeiver as a 
love offering" (p. 63) for the schoolyard bally with whom he had become 
infatuated. The other time was the silver spoon incident already 
mentioned. Although he had only succumbed those two times, "he was 
continually resisting an urge to take things he saw in other people8s 
houses" (p. 63).

The Captain*s isolation may have been the cause of his deviate - 
behavior, or his behavior may have encased him more firmly in his cell 
of loneliness. Probably it is not a ease of one or the other, but an 
interaction of both factors compounded by his being a coward and, al
though full of factual knowledge, incapable of putting these facts to
gether to form an idea. Mrs. MeCullers explains the Captain®s cowardice 
in this way?
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life and toward death, the scale was heavily weighted to 
one side— to death* Because of this the Captain was a 
coward* » . . But in spite of his knowledge of many sepa
rate facts, the Captain never in his life had had an idea 
in his head. For the formation of an idea involves the 
fusion of two or more known facts. And this the Captain had 
not the courage to do (pp. 13-14) «■

Because of his cowardice and inability to fuse facts into ideas,
the Captain t?did not question himself as to his feelings*8 (p. 14)= He
ignored his fears of Xeonorâ s leaving him in order to marry Major
Langdon should Alison get a divorce, because «he could not bear to
contemplate this possibility, so distressed was he at the thought of
being left alone*8''(p. 7© ) o

The Captain in his loneliness needed an emotional connection
as this novel began.

There are times when a man%s greatest need is to have 
someone to love, some focal point for his diffused emo
tions. Also there are times when the irritations, dis
appointments, and fears of life . . . must be released in 
hate. The unhappy Captain had no one to hate and for the 
past months he had been miserable (pp. 67-68).

Although his attitude toward Alison langdon has been referred to as 
hatred, it was ho more intense than a strong dislike. .»IT®r could he 
truly hate his wife88 (p. 7©)= His relationship with leonora was too 
impersonal for such a strong emotion. ele©nora maddened him to in
sanity,, but even la the wildest fits of jealousy he could not hate her 
any more than he could hate a cat, or a horse, or a tiger cub11 (p. 7©)® 

Captain Penderton needed his own peculiar outlet and found it 
in the young Private who had first come to his attention by inad
vertently spilling coffee on the Gaptain̂ s dress outfit (a new Chinese 
silk mufti) and then later had misconstrued the Captain̂ s directions
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dents., ,rWilliaas was associated in the Captain®s mind with the stables 
and his wife®8 horse5 Firebird— am wpleasant association*189 (p, 12), 
Because Firebird represented complete and unchecked primitive mascu
linity, his wife®s affection for and frequent rides on this horse

* ■
served to remind Captain Penderton of his own inadequacy. Firebird and 
leenora shared a relationship that the Captain and leonora never had 
and never would.. 11, , . Mrs, Fenderton laughed aloud and spoke to 
Firebird in a voice that was vibrant with passion and excitement*1 

(p. 3©) during a, struggle between horse and rider. This struggle was 
a ritual in which Firebird pretended to try to throw Mrs, Fenderton, 
but as soon as it was over **he stood quite still and sighed once, in 
much the same manner as a young husband would sigh laughingly and 
shrug his shoulders when giving in to the will of a beloved and 
termagant wife® (p. 31)® Since Williams worked at the stables and was 
associated with the horse, the • Captain®s dislike for Firebird was 
transferred to the Private,

But although Captain Fenderton had been previously annoyed with 
this particular Private, the great mysterious attachment did not really

X
begin until the Captain®s wild ride on Firebird. In his need to re
lease the ®irritatiens, disappointments, and fears of life® (pp. 67-68), 
Captain Fenderton set out to torment himself and the horse 5 however. 
Firebird gave the Captain his release in an unforeseen way. After 
being stopped abruptly for the third time, ®the horse slowly turned his 
head and looked into the Captain®s face. Then deliberately he lowered 
his head to the ground with his ears flattened back® (p. 95)® Then



followed aaaiimiGontrolled ride at a gallop over the path, down an embank
ment, over the wide-open spaee between the bluff and the woods, thromgh 
the forest where a thorn from an overhanging tree ripped ©pen the 
G apt aim. ̂‘s cheek, across an open plain vdiere Mit seemed to him that from 
the comer of his eye he saw a man lying on a rock in the sm and a 
horse grazing® (p.. 9 9 ) and back to the forest again where ®the horse, 
slowed to am exhamste.d trot and at last stopped altogether® (p» 100) „ 
Imring this ride the Gaptain®s feelings made a complete circle = In the 
beginning he thomght, am lost®® (p« 9S), bmt ®having given mp life, 
the Captain suddenly began to live. A great mad joy surged through 
him. This emotion ... was one that the Captain had never experienced® 
(p. 98). Suddenly the Captain saw

as he had never seen before. . . . And he knew no terror 
mow; he had soared to that rare level of consciousness 
where the mystic feels that the earth is he and that he is 
the earth. Clinging crabwise to the runaway horse,"there 
was a grin of rapture on his bloody mouth (pp. 98-99)°

As he felt the horse tiring, !fim an agony of dread the Captain thogghts
®Whem this ends, all will be ©verifor me®’® (pp. 99-100)° Because
during this ride some of Firebird®s masculinity had been vicariously
transferred to the Captain and he didm®t want to lose this feeling.
Captain Pemdertom tried to make Firebird.continue by striking him in
the face with the. reins. When this did not work, he tried to release
his frustration by whipping the horse, but even then *his anger was urn-
appeased and he could hardly stand from exhaustion® (p. 100). Thus it
was that the Captain was lying exhausted on the ground ®kiek . . . jingj
his feet on the pine straw and sob ... JbingJ® (p. 102) when Private
Williams, the soldier he had seen sunbathing naked, came upon him. The



appearance ©f Williams at this mememt gave the Captain the needed out
let for his hatred, his emotions having heen intensified by his recent 
experience o its the soldier natied the horse and led him away, the 
spent Captain could only lie there speechless dwelling 88 on the pure-cut 
lines of the young man®s body* (pp. 103-104)» When his inarticulate 
cry was ignored by the Private,

a rage came in him. He felt a rush of hatred for the 
soldier that, was as exorbitant as the joy he had ex
perienced on runaway Firebird. All the humiliations, the 
envies, and the fears.of his life found vent in this great 
anger. . , . In his heart the Captain knew that this hatred, 
passionate as. love, would' be with him all the remaining days 
of his life (p. 104)°

Captain P©mderton®s attempt to connect with Private Williams 
can be traced from his first mild annoyance through this intense hatred 
to its final stage of love. Baring the period of hate the Captain̂ s 
first action after this ride was to avoid going home right away, where 
his wife®s cocktail party was already in process and his absence was 
conspicuous, and to wait at the stable *for the man he hated* (p. 10#). 
Here , the Captain and the soldier did not speak, but Pendertom watched 
Williams feed and rub down the horses, ôvercome by a feeling that both 
repelled and fascinated him* (p. 1©9)= This association with the 
soldier caused physical sensations in the Captain so that his * strained 
loin muscles were so weak that he could hardly stand. His eyes, be
neath his twitching eyelids, were like blue burning flames* (p. 109). 
Because 88the Captain felt an aching want for contact between them of 
some sort and the thought of the soldier tantalized him continually* 
(pp. 133-134), he sought out Williams whenever he could. The usual 
contact between Captain Pendertom and enlisted men was so seldom that
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the Gaptaim had to pmrstae two eomrseso #He went down to the stables as
often as he could reasonably do so® (p= 134) s and he began following
Williams« These not-so-ehanee encounters affected;the Gaptaim as
similar meetings would affect lovers«

When the Captain knew in advance that he would meet the 
soldier, he felt himself grow dizzy» luring their brief, 
impersonal meetings he suffered a carious lapse of sensory 
impressions; when he was near the soldier he found himself 
unable to see or to hear properly, and it was only after he
he had ridden away and was alone again that the scene de
veloped itself for the first time in his mind» The thought 
of the young mam^s face--the dumb eyes, the heavy sensual 
lips that were often wet, the childish page-boy bangs— this 
image was intolerable to him. He rarely heard the soldier 
speak, but the sound of his slurring Southern voice meandered 
constantly in the back of his mind like a troubling song 
(p. 134)o

As a lover would, he thought of Williams when they were apart. ®He saw 
in bis mind the deft, brown hands of the soldier and felt himself 
shiver inwardly® (pp. 14©-14l) <> Through his frequent sessions of watch
ing Williams from a distant parked ear, lingering at the stables, and 
following him, Oaptain Fenderton̂ s feelings intensified.

He was in a constant state of repressed agitation. His 
preoccupation with the soldier grew in him like a disease.
As in cancer, when the cells unaccountably rebel and begin 
the insidious self-multiplication that will ultimately 
destroy the body, so in his mind did the thoughts of the 
soldier grow out of all proportion to their normal sphere 
(p. 156)o

However, the G apt aim still thought of his feelings towards Williams as 
hate, and as such he accepted them unquestioned. ®Gaptain Fenderton, 
who on the hhole had lived a most rigid and unemotional life, did not 
question this strange hate of his. . . . He made no real effort to 
force himself to an inward reckoning® (p. 135)•
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luring this time the Captain himself underwent change physically

and mentally, seeming !,to have aged disproportionately11 (p„ 155)» !e
developed circles beneath his eyes, trouble with his teeth, and a tic
in his left eye. His mental change was entirely connected with his
preoccupation with Williams, In following the soldier and seeing what
he supposed to be the camaraderie of the enlisted men, Pemderton®s
loneliness exerted itself in a desire to be part of the rank and file,
38, , , As he stared at the lighted, crowded rooms inside, as he heard
the sounds of shouts and ringing voices, the tears came to his glassy
eyes, A bitter loneliness gnawed in him*1 (p, 137)» Also 11 a peculiar
reverie had taken hold of him” (p, 156). Instead of the old dream
name of Colonel Weldon Penderton or even Major Weldon Penderton, now
his dream name was Private Weldon Penderton,

And these words, with the associations they engendered, 
aroused in the Captain a perverse feeling of relief and 
satisfaction. Instead of dreaming of honor and rank, he 
now experienced.a subtle pleasure in imagining himself as 
an enlisted man. In these phantasies he saw himself as a 
youth, a twin almost of the soldier whom he hated. . , »
The image of Private Williams wove itself through all 
these day-dreams. And the background of all this was the 
barracks: the hubbub of young male voices, the genial
loafing in the sun, the irresponsible shenanigans of 
camaraderie (pp. 157-158).

Another mental change in the Captain was his
state of sharpened sensitivity close to delirium. He felt 
himself adrift, cut off from all human influence, and he 
carried with him the brooding image of the young soldier 
much as a witch would hug to her bosom some cunning 
charm. ... Although he felt himself isolated from all 
other persons, the things which he saw on his walks took 
on an abnormal importance in his eyes. ... For the time 
being tie had lost the primitive faculty that instinctively 
classifies the various sensory impressions according to 
their relative values (p. 17®)°
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feeling "his heart swell with a wild, nostalgic sadness which he could 
net control" (p» 159) whenever he walked away from the soldier, 
Penderton finally ceased "to attribute his feelings for Private 
Williams to hate. . . .He thought of the soldier in terms neither of 
love nor hate; he was conscious only of the irresistible yearning to 
break down the barrier between them" (p. 171).

Thus, Penderton̂ s attachment to Williams became another quest 
by the lover for communication with the beloved, the barriers being 
both the difference in their ranks and the intensity of the 0 apt aim® s 
emotion. "More than a month had gone by since he {williams] had been 
sent on special fatigue to clear the woods. And in all this time they 
had hardly spoken to each other more than a few dozen words" (p. 171). 
Although Captain Penderton®s obsession for the Private was never mani
fested more overtly than his constant following, watching, and oc
casionally speaking to the soldier impersonally, Williams of course 
knew he was being followed, but did not know why. On one occasion the 
Captain attempted to start a conversation by reprimanding Williams for 
violating regulations concerning the uniform, but the soldier was 
properly dressed, and "again the Captain stood mute and suffocated be
fore the young man. In his heart there coursed a wild tirade of curses, 
words of love, supplications, and abuse, But in the end he turned 
away, still silent" (p. 173)•

Perhaps the biggest breakthrough in the barrier between the 
Captain and the Private came when the Captain discovered that Williams 
was as doggedly devoted to Mrs. Penderton as the Captain was to
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Williams o tod it was perhaps at this moment of revelation Cl!Afterward 
the Captain was to tell himself that in this one instant he knew every
thing’1 jp
Williams when he put two ballets 11 in the center of the soldier* s chest11 
(p. 182)o Seeing the object of his affections destroyed by his own 
hand and knowing that he had thus condemned himself to his former state 
of isolation. Captain Pendertom 11 slumped against the wall. In his 
queer, coarse wrapper he resembled a broken and dissipated monk11
(p. 182).

Although Private Williams serves mainly to show Captain
Pendertom̂ s obsessive attempt to escape his isolation, the Private also

.

had his own peculiar kind of freakishness and a strange way of compen
sating for it.

In contrast to the Captain, who had been brought up by five old 
maid aunts who ’’had used the little boy as a sort of fulcrum to lift 
the weight of their own heavy crosses11 (p. 101) and had never shown him 
any real love. Private Williams "had been brought up in household ex
clusively male11 (p. 25). This environment accounted for the most gro
tesque aspect of Williams. le had a morbid fear of ,women because he 
had been taught, with no further explanation, ’’that women carried in 
them a deadly and catching disease which made men blind, crippled, and 
doomed to hell” (p. 25). Snatches of conversation which he overheard 
in the army increased this fear; therefore, ’’Private Williams had never 
willingly touched, or looked at, or spoken to a female since he was 
eight years old" (p. 25).

Contrary to the jovial camaraderie that Captain Penderton

. 181/ ) that the Captain communicated most effectively with
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envisicmed teetwe«Q Williams and the other enlisted men# the Private was 
“a silent ycrcmg soldier and in the barracks he had neither am enemy nor 
a friend® (p« 2). In fact# he nalways had been so unsociable that 
hardly half of his sleeping mates even knew his name® (p. 129)« He 
spent his leisure time by himself# and «often in the late afternoon he 
could be seen sitting alone on one of the benches that lined the side
walk before the barrack's® (p. 2), This was the habit that assured the 
Captain of being able to find the Private« Another leisure time 
activity provided a release from his solitary# usually passive# exis
tence, Unlike the Captain who used animals sadistically# Private 
Williams had an affinity for them# especially horses. *. . • There was 
one (otherj thing that this soldier could not do without— the sun®
(pp. ?6-77)« As often as he could# Private Williams combined these two 
pleasures by riding into the woods until he came to a flat place Where 
he would sunbathe naked on a large flat rock even on the coldest days. 
Sometimes he would them ride bareback on an "ordinary arny plug which# 
with anyone but Private Williams# could sustain only two gaits— a 
clumsy trot and a rocking-horse gallop. But with the soldier a mar
velous change came over the animal; he cantered or single-footed with 
proud# stiff elegance® (p. 77)« The Private also underwent a temporary 
metamorphosis# and ®as he cantered about in the sunlight# there was a . 
sensual# savage smile on his lips that would have surprised his barrack 
mates® (p. 77)° After these rides# however# ®he came back weary to the 
stables and spoke to no one® (p. 77)» reverting to his dispassionate 
solitude.

To realize the significance of Private Williams* deviate sexual



behavior, it is neeessaiy to -see him as Mrs. MeOallers portrays him-<~ 
in every other aspect the primitive, uncivilized, childlike, emotion- 
triggered human animal* He is described with full red lips, brow hair 
lying matted on his forehead# and eyes in which I4there was a mute ex
pression that is found usually in the eyes of animals® (p. 2). Private 
Williams gave the first deceptive impression of being ®a bit heavy and 
awkward in his bearing® (p. 2), whereas really ®he moved with the si
lence and agility of a wild creature or a thief® (p. 3). Mrs. langdon 
©nee noted that ®he had the strange, rapt face of a Gauguin primitive® 
(p. 65). The only, sport he eared for was riding, and he spumed the 
group activities available to enlisted men. He did not complain about 
the food as did the other soldiers, but ®ate three wholesome, bounteous 
meals a day® (p. 3)= At might amid. ®the sound of snores, of curses, 
and of strangled nightmare groans ... PPivate Williams rested tran
quilly® (p. 4).

Private Willi.amsy mind also functioned in a childlike, primi
tive way, for he acted on impulse, never questioning his feelings or 
actions. @nly ®four times in his twenty years of life the soldier had 
acted of his own accord and without the pressure of immediate circum
stances and each of these four actions had been preceded by . . . odd 
trances® (pp. 35-36). These trance-invoked actions were the purchase 
of a cow, although on his father®s farm they had no use for her; a 
short-lived religious conversion, accompanied by convulsions; ®a crime 
which he committed and successfully concealed® (p. 37.) 9 the murder of a 
Hegr© over a wheelbarrow of manure; and his enlistment in the army. 
These actions, unplanned although unconsciously prepared for (In a



trance fee had. built a lean-to before buying the cows and fee 5*bad got 
his small affairs in order before his enlistmentjp, 37]) were the 
products of his emotions, not his mind, and were not fully realized by 
Williams until fee had completed them. These actions can be explained 
as efforts to compensate for his emotional isolation, especially in the 
ease of the cow when ethe would press his forehead against her warm 
flank as he milked and talk to her in soft, urgent whispers11 (p. 36).
In his childlike, unquestioning way Williams was aware of Captain 
Penderton®s attention, but did not ̂ question It, any more than he would 
question a thunderstorm or the fading of a flower8* (p. 177), for to 
him

the officers were in the same vague category as legroes—  
they had a place in his life, but he did not look on them 
as being human. He accepted the Captain as fatalistically 
as though he were, the weather or some natural phenomenon.
The -Gaptain»s behavior might seem unexpected, but he did 
not identify it with himself (p. 177)«

Mrs. MeCullers explains Private Williams® mind in the following ways
The mind is like a richly woven tapestry in which the 
colors are distilled from the experiences of the senses, 
and the design drawn from the convolutions of the intel
lect. The mind of Private Williams was imbued with various 
colors of strange tones, but it was without delineation, 
void of form (p. 131).

lone of these actions made much of a dent in Williams® isola
tion. It took an accidental glimpse of leonora Penderton, naked 18as 
she left the hearth and walked upstairs to her bath81 (p. 25), to pene
trate and partially dispel his lifelong fears. After this initial 
vision Private Williams stayed at the window all evening while the 
Pendertons entertained the iangdons, and 88he kept his grave, deep gaze 
on the Captain®s wife88 (p. 26). Two changes in Private Williams
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resulted from this experience» He 1?retmraed each evening, approaching
by way of the forest, and looked at all that went on within the
@ apt aim# s house . , . always keeping his eyes on the Captain# s wife41
(p° 34) • Also dmrimg this time Williams developed a “new habit of
suddenly stopping and looking for a long time into space® (p.-34)d
These trances originated in his strange mind where there were

mo plans or thoughts of which he was aware. In him was a 
deep reflection of the sight he had seen that.night „ « « 
[although] he did not think actively of The lady or of 
anything else. « . » It was necessary for him to pause and 
wait in this trancelike attitude, for far down in his mind 
there had begun a dark, slow germination (p= 35)»

This germination resulted in the Private#s learning the habits 
of the Captain® s household; and then on the twelfth night after all 
were in bed, he crept into the Captain®s wife#s bedroom “with the lithe 
silence of a eat® (p0 75), squatted by her bed until almost dawn, never 
taking his eyes off her, and then silently stole away undiscoveredo 
Baring this night the soldier had a “look of suddenly awakened happi
ness in his face® (p. 74) only occasioned before by his solitary bare- 
back rides. Haile he crouched by leonora#s side,

in the soldier#s grave eyes there was at first an expression 
of intent curiosity, but as the moments passed a look of 
bliss awakened in his heavy face. The young soldier felt in 
him a keen, strange sweetness that never before in his life 
had he known (p. 75)®

While these passive vigils continued six more times. Private 
Williams was seeking a more active outlet for his new emotions by be
coming a troublemaker in the barracks and provoking fights. He also 
gave up his long walks in the woods, and ®at night he slept badly, 
disturbing the room with nightmare mutters® (p. 174). He tasted
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alcohol for the first time anel almost commtmieated mth some fellow 
soldierso ®The yoTOg soldier looked imto their faces and seemed to be 
on the point of asking some question of them. But in the end he did 
not speak,, and after a time he went away** (pp. 128-129) ®

This mtter void in commraieatiom caused Williams to pursue the 
only course he saw ©pen# the nightly bedside vigils. He was discovered 
once by Alison lamgdon and **had run desperately# silently# although he 
did not realize exactly what it was he feared" (pp. 177-178). Although 
Alison was not believed and Williams was not caught# he did stay away 
for some time. But "he dreamed of The lady every night" (p. 178)# and 
"his memory of these times was wholly sensual" (p. 178). He remembered 
"the alien sweetness in his heart and the tense power in his body as he 
crouched there near to her, f̂ and] once having known this he could not 
let it go; in him was engendered a dark# drugged craving as certain of 
fulfillment as death" (p. 179).

Both this craving and death were fulfilled when Williams.was 
drawn to leonorâ s bedside one more time. The connection that he 
sought in order to relieve his isolation was acceptable to no one but 
himself; and Gaptaim Fenderton®s bullets ended the Private*'s vigils.
The soldier was a primitive "even in death . . . [as his} body . . . 
still had the look of warm# animal comfort. His grave face was un
changed# and his sun-browned hands lay palms upward on the carpet as 
though in sleep" (p. 183).

While the Captain and the Private were involved in army life 
and in pursuing in their own peculiar ways the objects of their affec
tionŝ  two other people were seeking escape from their isolation through



one another and their common interestSo Each of these other two was,
of course, freakish. Alison lamgdom, the Major®s wife, was an outcast
largely because of being 11 on the verge of actual lunacy1* (p. 24) caused 
by many years of being a semi-invalid, the death at eleven months of 
her deformed baby, and the knowledge that her husband was being un
faithful. , :V :

For four years Alison had been plagued by a series of illnesses 
(empyema, kidney trouble, and,finally heart disease). Added to this 
was the loss of her baby. MAlison could never think about her baby 
without experiencing an emotion so loaded with love and grief that it 
was like an insupportable weight on her chest. It was not true that 
time could muffle the keenness of this loss11 (p. 120).

Her husband1"s unfaithfulness had caused Alison to feel her 
isolation keenly and to seek elsewhere for affection. After she 
finally accepted the fact that the Major was philandering,

there began one of those peculiar friendships between the 
wife who has been betrayed and the object of her husband1s 
love. But this morbid, emotional attachment, bastard of.
shock and jealousy, she knew was unworthy of her. Of its
own accord at had soon ended (pp. 43-44)°

She then turned to Anaeleto, the houseboy she had brought back five 
years before from the Phillipines.

Anaeleto, who was at that time 11 seventeen years old ... 
with a sickly, clever, frightened face which had the innocent ex
pression of a child of ten11 (p. 82), became so attached to Alison that 
he 81 spoke choice and beautifully enunciated English in a voice that 
was exactly like Mrs. Xangdon̂ s11 (p. 54)- This devotion for his 
mistress caused Anaeleto to empathize with Alison and to perform many
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services for her beyond the usual chores of a houseboy. When she had 
to take some new medicine, he tasted it first = After Alison was 
plagued with.heart trouble, tthe always lay propped up with pillows, 
just as did Madame Alison, although this position was so uncomfortable 
that he could hardly ever get a good night* s rest** (p» 143)« When 
Alison®s baby was being delivered and “the doctor said, ®You®re not 
trying hard enough, bear down®— why, the little Filipino would bear 
down also, with bent knees and the sweat pouring down his face, giving 
out wail for wail with Alison** (pp. 51-52). While the child lived, 
Aaacleto neglected his other duties to care for it; when the child 
died, Anacleto was the only one who shared Alison®s sorrow, for the 
Major had felt only relief at its death. “And now all that was left of 
Catherine were the memories that she and- Anacleto shared together**
(p. 121). The houseboy was intuitive about his mistress® pain so that 
when she had a minor heart attack in the night and made no sound, 
Anacleto sensed her distress and came uncalled-for; and “his face, as 
he looked down at her, wore the same sickly grimace as her own— -with 
the upper lip drawn back sharply over the teeth** (p. 113). ©nee, his 
devotion had caused Anacleto to lead Alison away from the house to 
which they just returned from a shopping trip. His excuse was a for
gotten item; his reason was the knowledge that the Major and Xeonora 
were inside together.

This effeminate, elf-like Filipino, who dressed in gaudy colors 
and danced instead of walking, was the only recipient left for Alisonfs 
love. They both realized their own isolation and because of this, pro
fessed to hate people. ”It seemed to her that she also loathed people =



Bveryoae she had kaowa ia the past five years was semehew wromg— that 
iss everyeme except Weincheck and ©f course Anaclet© and little 
Catherine11 (p. 112)» Together they sought release from their isolation 
through their enjoyment of music and their imaginary trips to far-off 
places« These trips were to be taken after Alison divorced the Major, 
a plan that she had not had the courage to carry out because she had 
grown so dependent upon others <. *§he knew that she should . „ e break 
with her husband altogether. But lately she had been overcome by a 
terrible helplessness. And where on earth would she go?11 (p. 45)
These trips were often planned in the middle of the night while Anacleto 
was trying to ease the loneliness and fear that accompanied Alison®s 
insomnia, 1?These hours, from twelve o®clock until dawn, were always 
dreadful11 (p, 11$), All son® s favorite daydream was to have a shrimp 
boat, ”§he and Anacleto would stay out at sea all day with their nets 
lowered and there would be only the cold salt air, the ocean and the 
sun11 (p, 63), Anacleto®s favorite dream was to work in a linen shop 
and live in a hotel in Quebec, t,KTou know I have always wanted to see 
the city of Quebec, And 1 think there is nothing so pleasant as 
handling beautiful linen®11 (p» 123),

But since these were just fantasies, Alison and Anacleto gained 
their most satisfactory escape through music, going to concerts and 
listening to phonograph records. In this pursuit they were joined by 
another lonely heart, lieutenant Weincheck, who was a misfit in the 
army, being almost fifty and not yet a captain. But lieutenant 
Weincheck had a piano, owned a large collection of phonograph albums, 
and best of all, played the violin. Alison and Anacleto spent many



pleasant hears-at the lieutenant®s quarters, and sometimes the three ©f 
them went t© concerts in distant cities» inaeleto®s active participa
tion in music took the form of dancing» nHe had been taken to the 
Russian ballet a year before and he had never got over it" (p. 59), 
he was always ready to give an impromptu performance. Alison, on the 
other hand, played the piano» In fact, after her last heart attack, 
although she had been warned by the doctor to stay in bed, "she had 
suddenly felt such a longing to play the piano that she had got up, 
dressed, and:gone downstairs when Anaelet© and her husband were away. 
She played for a while and enjoyed herself" (p. 144)»

To a sensitive, delicate mind, precariously balanced between 
what the doctors called sanity and insanity, seeing a maneenter the 
Penderton®s house, going to the house herself and seeing this same man 
crouched in leonorars bedroom and then not being believed when she re
ported it to the ©aptaim, was enough to tip the scales. Because she 
had previously attempted to gain attention by subconsciously maiming 
herself with the garden.shears, the doctors considered her latest de
lusions and subsequent actions insanity. But what the doctors called 
insanity, for which they had her placed in a mental institution, was to 
Alison logical behavior. She construed the scene at the Penderton®s 
house as leonora® s having another lover and Captain Penderton®s 
sanctioning it. The outrage of her own husband being thus deceived by 
leonora triggered Alison into action. She announced plans for a 
divorce =

But Alison and Anaelet© were not able to make their daydreams 
come true. Her weak heart gave out, and the day after she was



committed to the institution she died. Without his mistress, after 
whom he had patterned himself in many ways, Amaelet© had no substance; 
and so, perhaps in order to escape the Major^s threats of making a man 
of him by putting him in the anry, ̂ Anacleto had left the sanatorium 
the morning after Alison had died and no one had heard of him 
sinceo „ . , Be had simply disappeared” (p, 16©)»

The remaining two characters also shared in this human isola
tion, but unlike the four already discussed, were not so acutely aware 
of their loneliness, if at all. leonora Fenderton ”was a handsome wom
an. jAndj her face had the bemused placidity of a Madonna®*s” (p. 8).
She reminds one of Private Williams in her childlike simplicity. *The 
truth of the matter was that she was a little feeble-minded” (p. 22). 
Also like Williams, she had me fears. ”Xeonora Fenderton feared nei
ther man, beast, nor the devilj ©od she had never known” (p. 2©). But 
unlike Williams, she had strong sexual appetites which she satisfied by 
taking the lovers previously mentioned. Thus, leonorafs isolation came 
from two sources; from her lack of mental powers and from having a 
homosexual husband. The first source was hidden quite well from all but 
her father, her husband, and the Major and was compensated for by de
voted servants, relatives, friends, and her natural beauty. The second 
isolation factor was also easily compensated for. Her low mentality, 
as did Antonapoul©s® insanity, eased her isolation by keeping her un
aware of its existence.

Major Morris Xaagdon was not introspective either. This was 
caused net so much by his unintelligence as by his insensitivity. When 
his wife's illnesses continued for four years, he was at first alarmed.
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but then “he became exasperated and ended finally by not believing her. 
He thought it all a hypochondriacal fake that she used in order to shirk 
her duties— that is, the routine of sports and parties which he thought 
suitable" (p. 11$). While Alison and Anacleto were loving and caring 
for the deformed baby, the Major felt disgusted by it and was relieved 
when the child died.

To avoid the guilt of his wife9 s knowing about his unfaithful
ness, the Major told himself that she was unaware of his affair. "He 
tried, and succeeded in looking on her obvious unhappiness as something 
morbid and female, altogether outside his control" (pp. 46-47)° How
ever, he was subconsciously affected, for "the strain of not realizing 
the truth had given him hemorrhoids and had almost upset his good di
gestion" (p. 46)° When Alison, largely because of the Major, became 
sick enough to be institutionalized, the Major worried how it would af
fect him in the eyes of others. "Mot only did he grieve for Alison9s 
sake, but he felt ashamed, as though this were a reflection on his own 
respectability" (p. l$l). Major Langdon was never able to understand 
the relationship between his wife and her houseboy. He did not share 
their love of music and art, and it made him irritable when he saw 
Anacleto giving her the solace he was unwilling and unable to give.
After her death he remembered

And they were just sitting there at four ô elock in the morn
ing trifling with that (Japanese paper flowergj. It made me 

, suddenly irritable, and when I stumbled over Alison*s
slippers by the side of the bed, I lost my temper and kicked 
them across the room (p. 164)°

The Major9 s mental processes were more suitable for his life of 
action than for one of concentration. "He always found it difficult



to follow up any one line of thought beyond the first, bare exposition® 
(p, 164)0 One of the Magor®s favorite aphorisms appropriately revealed 
his attitudes o ®®#nly two things matter to me now— to be a good animal 
and to serve my country = A healthy body and patriotism®® (p= 16B)»
Thus, the Major was. isolated because of his obtuseness« He began to 
feel his loneliness after Alison®s death and the disappearance of 
AnaeletOo He wanted Anaolet© to return, and ®his thoughts and his words 
now centered entirely on Alison and the part of his life that had now 
come so abruptly to an end® (p= 159)« He no longer could gain complete 
compensation through his relationship with leonora as he became some
what aware of his isolation<,

At the beginning of Be flections in a Golden Eye Mrs. McCullers 
states: ®The participants of this tragedy were: two officers, a
soldier, two women, a 'Filipino, and a horse® (pp. 1-2). I submit that 
these paptieipants function in two ways. Given names and vivid de
scriptions of their appearances, motives, and behaviors, the reader is 
fascinated by them as grotesque individuals. But when the reader 
thinks of them merely as ®two officers, a soldier, two women, a Filipino, 
and a horse® (p. 2), he sees them, placed in an arny post microcosm of 
the world, as representatives of qualities found in varying degrees in 
all humans. These characters then function to reflect, as does the 
golden eye of the peacock, something ®®tiny and ... grotesque®®



eHAHSB III

THE MEMBER OF TIE WEDDING

In her third novel. The Member of the Wedding published in 
1946, Carson McCullers again uses an adolescent, Frankie Adams, to por
tray her theme of spiritual isolation. In Frankie, the adolescent 
caught between two worlds, adult and juvenile, we can see Mrs.
McCullers® earlier character, Mick Kelly in The Heart Is a lonely 
Hunter. Frankie however was not caught up in Mick® s economic and family 
troubles. Where Mick had too much family at times, Frankie had too 
little, for the only two members of her immediate family had no time for 
her. Her father, a widower mainly concerned with his jewelry repair 
business, was usually too busy to listen to Frankie. “She had to re
peat the question,, feeling a bitter grudge against him because he did

21not take her seriously, so that her questions must be asked twice
Her brother, Jarvis, was cut off from Frankie because he was stationed

/in Alaska in the army and was mainly concerned with his fiancee and 
their impending wedding. In fact, Jarvis was so unaware of Frankie®s 
actual interests that he brought her, an almost grown girl, a doll from 
Alaska. This lack of communication with her father and brother served 
to intensify Frankie®s feelings of loneliness.

21Carson McCullers. The. Member.of,the. Wedding in The Ballad of 
the Sad Cafe: The Novels and Short Stories of Carson McCullers
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951), p. 764°



like Hick Kelly, Frankie ventured into both worlds unsuccess
fully, Her attempt to enter the adult world by having a date with a 
soldier was a dismal failure when they could not communicate. "He was 
mice, but their two conversations would not join together" (p. 757)• 
Soon Frankie realized that he was just another individual and not part 
of a large, gay group of soldiers who came from exciting places and 
were waiting to be sent to exotic foreign lands. She saw him "alto
gether as a single person, not as a member of the loud free gangs 
who , , , went out into the world together. In the silent room he 
seemed to her unjoined and ugly" (p, 759)= The adult world was also 
represented by Berenice, the Mams* Hegro cook, whose blue glass eye 
gave her a very bizarre appearance. In their comfortable kitchen so
ciety Frankie was able to connect with Berenice, who acted as her guide 
and mot-always-appreciated counselor in adult affairs. But when 
Berenice's adult friends came to visit, Frankie again found herself an 
outsider. "They B̂erenice, T. T. Williams, and Honey Camden Brown] 
were together around the table and Frankie stood extra in the door 
alone" (p, 642), The third member of the kitchen crowd was John Henry 
West, Frankie*s six-year-old cousin who lived next door. In his fond
ness for making gingerbread men, playing with dolls, and imitating 
others, John Henry represented the child*s world, Although Frankie re
jected this child*s world and refused to "play out" with the neighbor
hood children, she found herself turning to John Henry for companion
ship when she was most lonely. "*11stem,* she said finally. Ŝuppose 
you come on over and eat supper and spend the night with me*" (p. 647)= 
When John Henry refused, she screamed, "®I only asked you because I
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thought yom looked so ugly and so lonesome?'** (p« 447) ? revealing her 
own fearSo

Frankie, like Mick, felt isolated because she did not belong to 
a groupo "This was the summer when for a long time she had not been a 
member o She belonged to mo club and was a member of nothing in the 
worldo Frankie had become an unjoined person who hung around in door
ways, and she was afraid" (p= 599)= Framkie^s attempts to belong 
actually comprise the plot as well as the scene of this novel. In
herent in these efforts to belong was a need to understand herself. 
Again, as in Hick Kelly®s case, Frankie was undergoing the mysterious 
changes of adolescence.

She was afraid of these things that'made her suddenly 
wonder who she was, and what she was going to be in the 
world (p. 624)o

Until the April of that year, and all the years before, 
she had been like other people. She belonged to a club 
and was in the seventh grade at school = .• . . She was not 
the kind of person ever to think of being afraid. ...

Then the spring of that year had been a long queer season. 
Things began to change and Frankie did not understand this 
change. . . . There was something about the green trees and 
the flowers of April that made Frankie sad. She did not 
know why she was sad, but because of this peculiar sadness, 
she began to realize she ought to leave the town. She read 
the war news and thought about the world and packed her 
suitcase to go away; but she did not know where she would
go C]? ° 622).

So Frankie®s first efforts were to connect with a very large
group, the world.

It was the year when Frankie thought about the world. = . .
She wanted to be a boy and go to the war as a Marine. ...
But she could not join the war, and this made her sometimes 
feel restless and blue. She decided to donate blood to the 
Red Cross; she wanted to donate a quart a week and her blood 
would be in the veins of Australians and Fighting French and 
Chinese, all over the whole world, and it would be as though 
she were close kin to all of these people (pp. 622-623)»



This effort to comaect with people by giving them her blood was also
doomed to failure and served emly to iatemsify her isolation.

The Bed Gross would mot take her blood. She was too 
young, Frankie felt mad with the Bed Gross, and left 
out of everything. The war and the world were too fast 
and big and strange,., , « She' was afraid because in the 
war they would not include her, and because the world 
. seemed somehow separate from herself (p, 624)°

Frankie?-s fears, needs, and desires were interestingly revealed
in her view of the world if she were the creator. In this imaginary
kitchen game sh@: agreed with Berenice's ideas about all people looking
alike, flight brown color with blue eyes and black hair?? (p, 712), and
being treated as equals, But Frankie added such things as ?$am aer©-»
plane and a motorcycle to each person, a world club with certificates
and badges, and a better law of gravity?? (p, 713) ° Being fascinated by
the war and by snow, being sick of summer, and having feelings which
vacillated between those of the old tomboy-Fraakie and the new young
lady-F, Jasmine, ■

she said she would have one War Island in the world where 
those who wanted to could go, and fight or donate blood, and 
she might go for a while as a WAG in the Air Corps, She 
also changed the seasons, leaving but summer altogether, and 

■ adding much snow. She planned it so that people could 
instantly change back and forth from boys to girls, which 
ever way they felt like and wanted (pp, 713-714)=

Because her previous attempts to connect had failed and because 
her brother, Jarvis, and his fiancee, Janice, had been teso pretty?*
(p, 637) to Frankie and ??together they made in her this feeling , , , 
like • the feelings of the spring, only more sudden and more sharp??
(p, 62S), Frankie seized upon the two of them for the next connection. 
Thus she planned to become a member of the wedding as she suddenly 
realized
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They are the we of me. Yesterday? and all the twelve years 
of her life, she had only been Frankie, She was an I person 
who had to walk \around and do things by herself. 111 other 
people had a we.to claim, all other except her. When 
Berenice said we, she,meant Honey and Big Hama, her lodge, 
or her church. The we of.her father was the store. All 
members of clubs, have a we.to belong to and talk about,
The soldiers in the army can say we, and even the. criminals 
on chain-gangs. But the old Frankie had,had no we to claim, 
unless it would be the terrible summer we of her and John 
Henry and Berenice—-and that was the last we in the world 
she wanted (p. 646),

This sudden revelation caused Frankie to find, at least temporarily,
the self-identity she had been seeking,

» » , When the old question came to her— the who she was 
and what.she would be in the world, and why she was standing 
there.that minute— when the old question came to her, she 
did not feel hurt and unanswered. At last she knew just who 
she was and understood where she was going. She loved her 
brother and the bride and she was a member of the wedding.
The three of them would go into the world and they would 
always be together. And finally, after the scared spring 
and the crazy summer, she was no more afraid (p, 651)°

This sense of identity released Frankie from her isolation, 
"Suddenly, after the closed blank summer, the town opened before her 
and in a new way she belonged, . Because of the wedding, F, Jasmine felt 
connected with all she saw, « , ... The world seemed no longer separate 
from herself and , , . all at once she felt included" (p. 655)° With 
this security Frankie began, to feel a sympathetic connection, albeit 
one-sided, with everyone she met. This feeling of connection with 
people was not a new experience, but the other times had been un
pleasant and unwelcome. Because she was very sensitive about her 
height, Frankie had had a secret fear that she would tuna into a freak 
like those at the fair. "She was afraid of all the Freaks, for it 
seemed to her that they had looked at her in a secret way and tried



to corniest their eyes mth hers, as though to say: we knew you. She
was afraid of their long Freak eyes" (p, 619)« Just as with the old 
colored mam on the rattling wagon ®Fe Jasmine felt between his eyes and 
her own eyes a new unnamable connection, as though they were known to 
each other" (p. 662), so also she felt this connection "with a lady 
going into MaeBougal̂ s store, with a small man wilting for the bus be
fore the big First national Bank, [and}-with a friend of her father*s 
called Tut Fyan" (p. 662)« Her strange new feelings, of which "the 
strongest . * . was the need to be known for her true self and recog
nized? (p» 670), caused her to tell her wedding plans to such varied 
persons as the bartender in the. Blue Moon, a lady sweeping her front 
porch, and the "traetor-maa" (p« 671) on a road repair crew.

The wedding plans erased Frankie*s loneliness at not being 
elected into the neighborhood girls* club. Her time was taken up with 
preparations:such as buying an orange satin evening dress and silver 
slippers to wear to the wedding,jtaking two baths (one for soaking and 
one for scrubbing), and daydreaming about the three of them (the wedding 
party). To really belong and have a name that also started with the 
letters "Ja," Frankie changed her name to F, Jasmine even after being 
told by Berenice that this was illegal. Her daydreams about herself 
and the bride and groom were patterned after her former fantasies. 
Whereas before she traveled alone to foreign lands, now she was ac
companied by Janice and Jarvis,

"When we leave Winter Hill we*re going to more places than 
than you ever thought about or even knew existed, , , »
Alaska, China, Iceland, South America, Traveling on trains,
Setting her rip. on motorcycles. Flying around all over the 
world in aeroplanes. Here today and gone tomorrow" (p. 737)«



lot only would the three of them be celebrities and be asked to broad
cast over world radio, but they also would be known by everyone and be
long everywhere.

we will meet them. Everybody. We will just walk up to 
people and know them right away ... and strangers will rush 
to meet us. . . .We will have thousands of friends, thousands 
and thousands and thousands of friends. We will belong to so 
many clubs that we ean̂ 't even keep track of all of them?'
(p. 738).

Frankie®s infatuation with the wedding was also interwoven with 
her daydreams of snow. As with so many of Carson McCullers® characters, 
snow had always been a favorite escape dream of "Frankie?''s. One of her 
favorite possessions was a glass snow globe. This object inspired day
dreams because she

could hold the snow globe to her narrowed eyes and watch the 
whirling white "flakes fall until they blinded her. She 
dreamed of Alaska. She walked up a cold white hill and 
looked on a snowy wasteland far below. She watched the sun 
make colors in the ice, and heard dream voices, saw dream 
things. ' And everywhere there was the cold white gentle 
snow (p. 609).

She envied Jarvis when he was stationed in Alaska. ^Frankie had 
dreamed of it [Alaska] constantly, and especially this summer it was 
very real. She saw the snow and frozen sea and ice glaciers” (p. 603)« 
At one point she thought of the wedding as ̂ bright and beautiful as 
snow” (p. 615). The ceremony was to take place at the bride?s home in 
Winter Hill, .and in Frankie?s mind ”the name blended with dreams of 
Alaska and cold snow” (p. 6@4)« Because in her dreams of the event 
they would travel to the North along many winter miles, she was par
ticularly disillusioned when on the actual trip the bus went south 
instead. MAnd mile by mile the countryside became more southern”



Althemgh Framkiê s daydreams did met involve mmsie as am escape5 
as did Hick KeUy^s, Hi son® s, and lnaeleto*s, music did form a back- . 
ground in Frankie®s mind for her moods and decisions« Fart of what 
made the summer kitchen so unbearable was the nerve-j angling sound of 
the piano tuner in the neighborhood. Just after she discovered that 
Janice and Jarvis were "the we of me/* Frankie heard a horn playing a 
sad, unfinished jazz tune. "There was something about the tune that 
brought back to her all of the springs flowers, the eyes of strangers, 
rain" (p. 648)» Frankie connected with the tune and heard it tell "of 
that long season of trouble = She stood there on the dark sidewalk and 
the drawn tightness of her heart made her knees lock and her throat 
feel stiffened" (p. 648). The incomplete ending of the tune sym
bolized her incomplete, unconnected life. "The tune was left broken, 
unfinished. And the drawn tightness she could no longer stand. She 
felt she must do something wild and sudden that never had been done be
fore" (p. 649)o And later when Frankie was traipsing all over town 
telling people of the wedding plans, her footsteps were accompanied by 
"the forgotten music that sprang suddenly into heramind— snatches of 
orchestra minuets, march tunes and waltzes, and the jazz horn of Honey 
Brown— so that her feet in the patent—leather shoes stepped always ac
cording to a tune" (p. 67©). These tunes varied with her mood. At 
first, "a quick gay band tune marching her feet, was hurrying [her] on 
her way" (p. 67.1)» As she progressed, "the march tune . <, . softened 
to a dreaming song on a violin that slowed her footsteps to a wander"
(p. 672). And finally "by eleven-thirty she was very tired, and even 
the tunes dragged with exhaustion" (p. 673)°



Frankie thought of Janiee and Jarvis and the wedding in the 

same romantic way that the lovers in McGullers® other novels viewed 

their loved ones. ^Together they made in her this feeling that she 

could not name” (p. 628)« ”She thought about her brother and the bride# 

and there was a tightness in her that would not break” (p. 621). When _ 

she remembered their leaving after their short visit in her home# #a 
part of her was with them# and she. could feel this part of her own self 

going away® (p. 631). In fact# Berenice;accused Frankie one time of 

having a crush on the wedding# and later of being in love with it.

never before in all hqt days heard of anybody falling in love with a 

wedding®” (p. 695)° .

Berenice tried to warn Frankie of her foolishness about joining 

the newlyweds and about buying the inappropriate satin dress. She also

had something to say about trying to completely escape her isolation.
I ■

”We all of us somehow caught. We born this way or that way 
and we don®t know why. But we caught anyhow. . . . Me is 
me and you,is you and he is he. We each one of us somehow 
caught all by ourself.
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o c o o o o o o o o  O Q o o

And we try in one way or another to widen ourself free”
(pp. 740# 740-741)°

Frankie restated Berenice®s idea by saying that instead of being 

” caught#” these people were loose# unconnected. ”® A U  these people and 

you don®t know what joins them up®” (p. 741)°

But although Frankie grasped part of Berenice®s advice# she con

tinued to connect with the wedding until she was forced to realize that 

she could not be a part of that ”we.” She started to understand when 

she was treated as a child by the wedding party and guests. She was 

asked $!f she would like to play out on the swing before the wedding.



in the tone grown people use when speaking to a child11 (p. 77©)« Her 
plea, **?I love the two of yon so mneh and yon are the we of me. Please 
take me with yon from the wedding, for we belong to be .together*®
(p. 771), was not answered.

Beeanse this attempt failed, she made farther plans. ®The 
wedding had not inclnded her, but she would still go into the world. 
Where she was going she did not know; however, she was leaving town 
that night® (p. 775)« But this time loneliness interfered. After she 
had run away from home,.the streets were empty and lonely, and she fi
nally admitted to herself ®that she must find somebody, anybody, that 
she could join with to go away. Por now she admitted she was too scared 
to go into the world alone® (p.' 782). Immediately after this uhsuccess
ful attempt to run away, Frankie felt that

the world was too far away, and there was no way any more 
that she could be included. She was back to the fear of 
. the summertime, the old feelings that the world was separate 
from herself— and the failed wedding had quickened the fear 
to terror (p. 784)»

Mrs. McSullers closes the novel on a happier tone. Frankie had 
again changed her name, this time to a more sophisticated Frances, and 
she had made a satisfactory, though doubtless temporary, connection 
with a school chum, Mary littlejohn. This time the daydream was Mt© 
travel around the world together11 (p. 787), probably passing through 
Luxembourg where Jarvis was stationed. Again the object of Frankie? s 
love overwhelmed her thoughts and emotions. In spite of the fact that 
®Berenice had spoken of Mary as being lumpy and marshmallow-white®
(p. 787) and objected to Hary*s religious belief (Gatholieism), “for 
Frances this difference was a final touch of strangeness, silent terror.



that completed the wonder of her love® (p. fS?)• The reader leaves 
Frankie im the flush of this attachment, with the feeling that it too 
will give way to another and yet another attempt by Frankie to connect, 
ignoring Berenice*s advice that she will always be Frankie and there
fore somewhat isolated.

The theme of isolation through racial inequality is again re
vealed in The Member of the Wedding by Berenice* s vision of a world 
where all men are light colored with black hair and blue eyes; by her 
statement to Frankie that she is even more caught in this isolation by 
being black

(®I*a caught worse than you is. . . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Because I am colored. Everybody is caught one way or 
another. But they done drawn completely extra bounds 
around all colored people® Q). 740?)I

and by her attempt to join with the white race by purchasing a blue 
glass eye. Berenice had broken out of her solitary cell once with her 
love for her first husband,. Indie Freeman. As she told Frankie, M*When 
1 was with Xudie, I didn*‘t feel so caught*® (p. 741)« But because es
cape from isolation is always temporary in Mrs. MeCullers* world, ,
Xudie*s early death cut short Berenice*s happiness and launched her 
into a future of seeking unsuccessfully to copy her former love. How
ever because of her wisdom and resignation, Berenice, like Portia in
The Heart Is a Xonely Hunter, had made a kind of peace. Her foster
brother. Honey Camden Brown, had not. He was, on the other hand,

a boy God had not finished. The Creator had withdrawn His
hand from him too soon. God had not finished him, and so
he had to go around doing one thing and then another to 
finish himself up . . . (and) he was left eternally un
satisfied (pp. 75©-751)«
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Honey was a sick-loose person. The amy would not include 
hintg and he had shoveled in a gravel pit until he broke one . 
of his insides and could not do heavy work any more (p. 641)•

He, like Doctor Copeland in The Heart Is a lonely Hunter, "could talk
like a white school-teacher11 (p. 642), but unlike Doctor Copeland, his
lack of connection and his restlessness caused him to rebel. He
answered questions "with a colored word, a dark sound from the throat
that can mean anything" (p. 642), committed crimes and eventually
was arrested. like Doctor Copeland1"s son, Willie, Honey was sent to
jail, and the novel ends with him still serving his sentence. The other
Negro in Berenice*s society was T. T. Williams, her beau and a colored
man who too had made compromises and had gained his peace.

The third member of the kitchen society in The Member of the 
Wedding also portrays the futile efforts of complete escape from human 
isolation. John Henry West was a freakish-looking six-year-old with 
"the largest knees that Frankie had ever seen. » . . John Henry had a 
little screwed white face and he wore tiny, gold-rimmed glasses"
(p. 6§2). Unlike Frankie, John Henry was unconcerned about becoming a 
freak himself. He liked the freaks at the fair, being especially taken 
by the Pinhead. But John Henry was unable to break through the communi
cation barrier caused by Berenice's concern over Honey1s being in jail, 
and Frankie*s despair at being left behind after the wedding. His 
complaints of a headache were considered only a plea for attention by 
imitation. "A headache she {Berenice) said she had. And John Henry 
West put his head down on the table and said he had a headache also.
But nobody paid any mind to him thinking he copied Berenice" .
(pp. 788-789)o He could not "convince the others that he too . . .



|had| a life and a death outside the eircus in the k i t c h e n T h u s

John Henry* g attempts to learn how to connect by imitation were cut

short by his death from meningitis.

Commenting on the play, which he directed in its successful

Broadway run, H. Clurman observed that 11 a mighty loneliness emanates

from this play. It is as if all the characters were separated from the

world— as if the world were only a mirage in a vaporous space making
23wraiths of the people.M Although all the characters have this isola

tion, Frankie shows it best, being'"caught between the innocence of 

J©fan Henry and the experience of Berenice . . .  (jrherej only illusions 

can lie. And the illusions of Frankie disguise the hopes of all man

kind."24

22Vickery, 24«
2^Harold Clurman, "Some Preliminary Motes for The Member of 

the Wedding.". Directing the Play, ed. Toby Cole and Helen Erich Chiney 
(Mew Yorks The Bobbs-Merrill Company,.Inc., 1953)» p° 312.

2»
Hassan, 323«



CHAPTER If

....................... z
THE BAELAD OF THE SAB CAFE ■

Five years after The Member of the Wedding was published, 

Carson MeBullersf next novel. The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, appeared. 

Here, more explicitly than anywhere else, the anther states her ideas 

of love, many's chief means of escape from his solitary self» In a 

narrative passage she explains:

First of all, love is a joint experience between two per
sons— but the fact that it is a joint experience does not mean 
that it is a similar experience to the two people involved.
There are the lover and the beloved, but these two come from 
different countries. Often the beloved is only a stimulus 
for all the stored-up love which has lain quiet within the 
lover for a long time hitherto. And somehow every lover 
knows this. He feels in his soul that his love is a soli
tary thing. He comes to know a new, strange loneliness and 
it is this knowledge which makes him suffer. So there is 
only one thing for the lover to do. He must house his love 
within himself as best he can; he must create for himself a 
whole new inward world— a world intense and strange, complete 
in himself, let it be added here that this lover about whom 
we speak need not necessarily be a young man saving for a 
wedding ring— this lover can be man, woman, child, or indeed 
any human creature on this earth.

How, the beloved can also be of any description. The most 
outlandish people can be the stimulus for love. . . . The 
value and quality of any love is determined solely by the 
lover himself.

It is for this reason that most of us would rather love 
than be loved. Almost everyone wants to be the lover. And 
the curt truth is that, in a deep secret way, the state of 
being beloved is intolerable to many. The beloved fears and 
hates the lover, and with the best of reasons. For the lover 
is forever trying to strip bare his beloved. The lover 
craves any possible relation with the beloved,. even if this

70
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25experience can cause him only pain=

In her earlier novels Mrs. McGullers has demonstrated, this idea. Seldom 

have the love experiences been joint experiences, and never of the same 

magnitude. We have seen lovers as diverse as the deaf-mute Singer; the 

radical Jake Blount; the army officer. Captain Penderton; and the 

adolescent Frankie M a m s . The outlandish recipients of this love have 

been an obese, insane deaf-mute, intonapoulos; a lonely deaf-mute, 

Singer; a Private Williams; and a wedding. In each of these cases the 

lover, as Mrs. McGullers states, endowed the beloved with the qualities 

he wished to see there. SSnger believed that Intonapoulos understood 

and cared about him; Jake Blount and the ©theriipeople who frequented 

Singer^s room made Singer a god in their own image who reflected their 

point of view; Captain Penderton saw Williams as a part of a happy, 

boisterous enlisted men®s camaraderie; and Frankie Adams saw herself 

and the bride and groom as world celebrities. And each time the be

loved did not return the love, although the state of hating the lover 

is not fully portrayed until The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, intonapoulos 

ignored Singer; Singer used Jake and the others, but there was no 

understanding or real communication; Private Williams ignored Captain 

Penderton; and the wedding excluded Frankie,

To demonstrate the futility of ideal and complete communication 

and escape from loneliness through love, Mrs. McGullers presents three 

characters in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe" who in their unusual lover- 

beloved relationships form a complete circle. Miss Amelia loved Cousin

^Carson McGullers, The Ballad of the Sad Cafe1' (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951),. pp. 24-25.



Lymoiij Wio spurned, her and developed an unrequited affection for Marvin
Macy, the former husband rejected by Mss Amelia. This

refusal or inability of the characters to synchronize their 
changes of heart produces the interlocking, romantic triangle 
which constitutes'the plot, while the grotesque comedy arises 
out of their each, in turn, conforming to a role they con
temptuously rejected in another. •

These characters show this love relationship and are some of
Mrs. MeCullersr most grotesque figures. Mss Amelia and lymon, like
Singer, Berenice, and Mrs. langdon, possess ̂ physical deformities
£whiehj reveal outwardly the twisted, distorted spirits of their inner
l i v e s . In referring to The Ballad of the Sad Cafe/ Mrs. McGullers
herself has written that this novel shows that

the passionate, individual love— the old Tristam-Isolde 
love, the Eros love— -is inferior to the love of Sod, to 
fellowship, to the love of Agape— the Greek god of the 
feast, the god of brotherly love— and of man.*"

For this strange human drama of desexualized love, Mrs. 
McGullers again chose a small Southern town which was ̂ lonesome, sad, 
and like a place ... . far off and estranged from all other places in 
the world" (p. 3)« in this bleak setting was the building, boarded up 
and looking completely deserted, where Mss Amelia lived. lake the 
building, the former site of the dafe/. Miss Amelia had been deserted 
and was boarded up, isolated. This withdrawal from society had been 
partially voluntary and partially forced upon her when her beloved.

Vickery, 15.
27......Dayton Kohler, "Carson McGullers: Variations on a Theme,"

English Journal, XI (October 1951)» 418. -
^McGullers, "The Flowering Bream. . 164=



Ijymon, deserted her for Marvin Macy. 1'oir her face, **sexless and Waite, 
■with two gray crossed eyes which are turned inward so sharply that they
seem to be exchanging with each other one long and secret gaze of
grief® (p. 3)> could be seen occasionally at a window looking down on 
the towno

Hss Amelia is another of McGullers® heterosexual characters»
She was a dark, tall woman with bones and muscles like a 
man. Her hair was cut short and brushed back from the fore
head, and there was about her sunburned face a tense, haggard 
quality. She might have been a, handsome woman if, even them, 
she was not slightly cross-eyed.
o o o o o o 0 0 o 0 o o e 0 0 0 0 0  o o o o o o o 0 o o o o oC-

Early in youth she had grown to be six feet two inches tall 
which in itself is not natural for a woman (pp. 4» 13)°

And she was a good boxer,* ®knowing all manner of mean holds and 
squeezes® (p. 56). When she was extremely happy, "she was forever try
ing out her strength, lifting up heavy objects, or poking her tough bi
ceps with her finger® (p. 42). Just as some light was thrown on
Captain Penderton̂ s and Private Williams® strange actions in 
Reflections in a Golden Eye by learning about their childhood environ
ment, so are Mss Amelia®s peculiar habits and ways illuminated by

-1 , , ■

learning that she was "raised motherless by her father who was a soli
tary man" (p. 13). One of these peculiar habits was Mss Amelia®s 
voluntary isolation <> She ®cared nothing for the love of men and was a 
solitary person" (p. 4) ° Except for the strange marriage to Marvin 
Maey, "Mss Amelia had lived her life alomef (p. 4) and "claimed kin 
with no one" (p. 7)= She was very clever in making things with her 
hands. "It was only with people that Mss Amelia was not at 
ease. . . . The only use that Mss Amelia had for other people was to



make money out of them” (p0 5)°
She had allowed herself to he connected with only two people, 

her father and Marvin Zaey- She had evidently loved her father and had 
kept the rooms exactly as they were in his time. She never mentioned 
him to anyone before lymon came, bat in her confidential reminiseimgs 
with Ooasin Lymon about Big Papa, she revealed the satisfactory re
lationship that had existed between them. The second connection was 
not so fortunate, for the uneomsummated marriage lasted only ten days 
before imeliaKs hostility forced Marvin Maey to leave. Thus "Amelia 
preserves her physical and emotional inviolateness . . . £andj Marvin*s
love simply reinforces her in her chosen isolation and complete self- 

29sufficiency.18 Although "all that he had ever done was to make her
richer and to bring her love" (p. 31), Miss Amelia "had this special 
and bitter hate® (p. 45) against Marvin Macy, She would not discuss 
him, and when she had to mention his name, she referred to him in a 
scornful tone as ®*that loom-fixer I was married to*® (p. 31).

In only one phase of her life between her father*s death and 
lymon*s appearance did Miss Amelia interact with people in any way 
other than business. She was the local doctor, concocting her own 
medicines and testing them on herself. "She enjoyed doctoring and did 
a great deal of it® (p. 15)° This alone, of all her enterprises, was 
not done for a profit. "She charged no fees whatsoever and always had 
a raft of patients® (p. 16). In her gentle treatment of the sick 
children ("She did not like to see them hurt, struggling, and

29Vickery, 15.



terrifiecF Jji. 3̂ 3 ) can be seen the quality of kindness which only 
Iymons among adults, was able to call forth.

It was this ugly little hunchback, only four feet tall, with 
ncrooked little legs jthatj seemed too thin to carry the weight of his 
great warped chest and the hump that sat on his shoulders" (p. 6) and 
with a very large head, who was the only one able to bring Miss Amelia 
out of her isolation. "Where Marvin Maeŷ s attempt to bring her into 
the realm of love gained him only her intense hatred and scorn, lymon 
was infinitely more successful. Her kindness to this stranger, who 
claimed to be her cousin, began upon his arrival when she let him drink 
from her own bottle of liquor, although "Miss Amelia could seldom be 
persuaded to sell her liquor on credit, and for her to give so much as 
a drop away free was almost unknown" (p. 9). This kindness extended 
to her giving him supper that night ("Only a few times in her life had 
Miss Amelia.invited' anyone to eat with her, unless she were planning 
to trick them in some way, or make money out of them." {p. lOj); a 
room in her house; new clothes; and "the snuffbox which had belonged 
to Miss Amelia*"s father" (pp. 17-18). As the relationship progressed. 
Miss Amelia gave him many of her treasures, including the kidney 
stones she had saved after her operation. These she prized as the only 
thing she had gotten from a very terrible experience, and Tymom̂ s 
second year with•her she had them set as ornaments on a watch chain for 
him. Finally, "he owned almost everything on the premises, for when he 
was cross Miss Amelia would prowl about and find him some present— so 
that now there was hardly anything left close at hand to give him"
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lytaoB 'became the first person to ©all her Amelia» Sinee her 

father, who had called her little, mo one had dared to address her with
out a title of respect before her name® Just as Anaelet© provided 
solace for Alison langdom during her hours of insomnia. Hiss Amelia 
would sit up with the hunchback for hours at night when he was sickly, 
for he **dreaded to lie looking into the dark® He had a deep fear of 
death® And Miss Amelia would net leave him by himself to suffer with 
this fright** (p® 23)®

In discussing this strange love relationship, it is well to re
turn to Mrs. MeGullers* theory that the beloved is a stimulus for 
stored-up emotions and is given qualities by the lover. In view of 
this we cap see lymon functioning both as child and lover to Miss 
Amelia. Hot only did she protect and pamper the dwarf as a mother 
might a child, but also she responded to him as would a lover. Toward 
the beginning of their relationship Hiss Amelia is described as she 
watched lymon®

Outwardly she did net seem changed at all. But there were 
many who noticed her face . . ® most of the time her eyes 
were fastened lomesomely on the hunchback. . » . She seemed 
to be looking inward® There was in her expression pain, 
perplexity, and uncertain joy. Her lips were not so firmly 

§ set as usual, and she swallowed often. Her skin had paled 
and her large empty hands were sweating.. Her look that 
night, then, was the lonesome look of the lover (p. 21).

Just before Macy**s return, which eventually caused the end of their re
lationship,

there was a quality about Hiss Amelia that many people 
noticed. She laughed often, with a deep ringing laugh, 
and her whistling had a sassy, tuneful trickery. ...

. Gousin lymon was with her always . . . and when she watched 
him her..face had a bright, soft look, and when she spoke his 
name there lingered in her voice the undertone of loveC p ° A 2 ) .



Even though Kiss Amelia carried on long conversations mth 
lymon, a thing unknown to her before his arrival, and in spite of the 
fact that 4,©ne of the ways in which she showed her love for him. '[was 
that] he had her confidence in the most delicate and vital matters**
(p. 34)> they, like all Mrs. EeCullers* characters, had their communi
cation problems.

Their approach to any conversation was altogether different.
Miss Amelia always kept to the broad, rambling generalities 
of the matter, going on endlessly in a low, thoughtful voice 
and getting nowhere— while Cousin Tymon would interrupt her 
suddenly to pick up, magpie fashion, some detail which, even 
if unimportant, was at least concrete and bearing on some 
practical facet, close at hand (pp. 33-34)»

Also while Cousin Xymon liked to talk on any subject whatsoever. Miss
Amelia preferred to contemplate insoluble problems such as the stars,
the cause for Megroes being black, and the best treatment for cancer.

In escaping from her loneliness Miss Amelia lost her inde
pendence, and $iher manners . . » and her way of life were greatly 
changed1* (p. 22). Along with her affection for Cousin lymon she became 
more sociable to everyone in town, opening up the store to informal 
gatherings and eventually changing it to a ea£e/ which provided meals, 
liquor, warmth, and companionship. Also 41 she was not so quick to cheat 
her fellow man and to exact cruel payments ... [and] she even went 
about a little— to revivals, to funerals, and so forth** (p. 22).

But, following Mrs. H®Cullers® formula, Xymon was not satisfied 
being her beloved and sought to become a lover himself. He found the 
object for his love when Marvin Maey, Mss Amelia®s former husband, re
turned to town after serving a sentence in prison. As Miss Amelia 
watched Xymon reject her love and seek the love of Marvin Maey, her
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face was 1ftense with reckoning some inward pain*1 (p« 47) <■ Unlike her 
old self, she now **seemed to have lost her will; ^ndj for the first 
time in her life she hesitated as to just what course to pursue*’
(p. 49) o When she saw %mon still following in her footsteps, not to 
be near her as before but to imitate and ridicule her gait for Kaey*s 
pleasure, she ”would be divided between two emotions« She would look 
at the hunchback with a lost, dismal reproach— then turn toward Marvin 
Maey with her teeth clamped” (p. 57)•

Although she set a trap for Maey in the swamp and tried to 
poison his food at the cafe''. Miss Amelia did not eject him from the 
premises where lymon had installed Mm in Miss Amelia*’s bed, forcing 
her to the sofa. Miss Amelia allowed Maey to stay as long as lymon 
would, for ’’she was afraid that she would be left alone, ©nee you have 
lived with another, it is a great torture to have to live alone, , , , 
It is better to take in your mortal enemy than face the terror of 
living alone® (p. 56), But after the climactic fight between Maey and 
Miss Amelia, the two men went away, and Miss Amelia was left alone.

As she had feared, the terror of loneliness wrought a terrible 
change, Immediately, she retreated into her former solitude, refusing 
all the help offered, raising the price of everything in the cafe to 
one dollar, and eventually boarding it up. ’’Also, she changed very 
queerly as a doctor” (p. #4), telling half of her patients that they 
were incurable and prescribing outlandish remedies to the other half. 
Her physical appearance changed as her hair grew ragged and gray, her 
body became terribly thin, and her eyes crossed even more “as though 
they sought each other out to exchange a little glance of grief and



lonely recognition® (p.. 64)« Her voice lost its old vigor and vengeance 
and became ®broken, soft, and sad as the wheezy whine of the church 

- pump-organ” (p, 65)»
Although Hiss Amelia had had a brief respite from her loneli

ness, it had served mainly to intensify her solitude. Mrs. MeCullers 
leaves the reader with no hope of Amelia*s ever escaping again. ’’For 
three years she sat out on the front steps every night, alone and si
lent, looking down the road and waiting® (p. 65)° During the fourth 
year she had the Gate boarded up, and she retired to the closed rooms 
upstairs where ’’she has remained ever since” (p. 65)»

Cousin lymon, the ugly, deformed dwarf, is a very convenient 
figure to receive both aspects of Mss Amelia*s love. The age of this 
grotesque figure was totally unknown. Some people believed he was only 
twelve, a good age for Mss Amelia*s motherly devotion; others swore he 
was well over forty, a respectable age for the lover of the thirty- 
year-old Amelia. Although %mon*s age was never ascertained, he had 
other qualities which were not hidden. Cousin lymon was lazy, an in
veterate liar, and ®a great mischief-maker. He enjoyed any kind of 
to-do, and without saying a word he could set the people at each other 
in a way that was miraculous® (p. 36). After Maey’s return, Lymon did 
nothing to bring the former husband and wife back together, but 
instead, ®in many delicate and clever ways he stirred up trouble 
between them® (p. 57)° lymon*s laziness was excused because of his de
formity, and his lying was laughed at or ignored also as the quirk of a 
freak since everyone knew when his tales were not true. Cousin lymon 
was intensely nosy; ®he could not bear to be left out of anything, even
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a great misery. . . , Aside from this infeorn curiosity$ thelhunohbaek 
took a great interest in robbers and crimes of all varieties” (p. 40). 
Adding the fact that when Marvin Macy*s name was mentioned Miss Amelia 
would never say more than that he was in the penitentiary and belonged 
there for life, although she confided in lymon about every other phase 
of her life, explains why even before Macy*s return Xymon was tantalized 
by his name.

But although Xymon did have these undesirable characteristics,
he possessed a vitality which drew people together and to him. In his
isolation as a physical freak and his overt attempts to overcome this
isolation, lymon developed

a quality about him that set . . . him apart from other and 
more ordinary human beings ... an instinct which is 
usually found only in small children, an instinct to estab
lish immediate and vital contact between himself and all
things in the world (p. 19)•

After establishing this contact with Miss Amelia, Xymon used this 
quality to turn the store into a cafe'. The oddness of the dwarf him
self and of his relationship with Miss Amelia drew a crowd into the 
store.

He had only been in the store half an hour before an im
mediate contact had been established between him and each 
other individual. It was as though he had lived in the 
town for years, was. a well-known character, and had been 
sitting and talking there on that guano sack for countless 
evenings (p. 19)°

Soon Mss Amelia broke her rule of never allowing liquor to be opened
or drunk inside the store.

She brought back the bottles into the warm, bright store.
More than that she furnished some glasses and opened two 
boxes of crackers so that they were there hospitably in a 
platter on the counter and anyone who wished could take one 
free (p. 20)»



Thus the cafe'’ started, and
it was the hunchback who was most responsible for the great 
popularity of the oafel Things were never so gay as when 
he was around. When he walked into the room there was always 
a- quick feeling of tension. ... People are never so free 
with themselves and so recklessly glad as when there is some 
possibility of commotion or calamity ahead (p. 37)°

With his curiosity about Marvin Macy and his eagerness for new
relationships, lymon was attracted to Macy the first time they met.

He and the man stared at each other, and it was not the 
look of two strangers meeting for the first time and 
swiftly summing up each other. It was a peculiar stare 
they exchanged between them, like , the look of two 
criminals who recognize each other. ... The face of 
the hunchback was very pale (and) as he watched the man 
go down the road . . . he began to follow along care
fully, keeping many paces away (pp. 43-44)°

When they next met at Miss Ameliafs barbecue, nGousim lymon stood some
what apart from everyone, and he did not take his eyes from the face 
of Marvin Macy" (p. 44)° With "his pale face lighted by the soft glow 
from the smoldering oak "fire" (p. 45)> he tried to attract Maoy? s at
tention by the tricks that were irresistible to Miss Amelia.

The hunchback#s ears were wiggling furiously on his 
head . . . (and he) was smiling at Marvin Macy with an 
entreaty that was near to desperation, . . .He fluttered 
his eyelids, so that they were like pale, trapped moths 
in his sockets. He scraped his feet around on the ground, 
waved his hands about,"and finally began doing a little 
trotlike dance (pp. 45-46).

Unlike Miss Amelia, "at first Marvin Macy paid no attention to him, and 
when he did finally glance at the hunchback it was without any apprecia
tion whatsoever" (p. 46). When lymon continued his stunts Macy asked, 
®*Ts the runt throwing a fit?# . . . and gave Cousin lymon a cuff on 
the side of his head" (p. 46). In spite of being called "Srokebaek" 
and being ignored or treated hatefully by Macy, "the hunchback was



possessed by an anaatiaral spirit = Every aimmte he wanted to be follow
ing along behind this jailbird, and he was fall of silly schemes to 
attract attention to himself* (p» 4B). When he grew despondent, **some
times the hanehbaok woald give up, perch himself on the banister of the 
front porch much as a sick bird huddles on a telephone wire, and grieve 
publicly" (p» 48) o To Miss Amelia8's inquiries about why he was so at
tracted to Marvin lacy, Xymon explained by saying, i?8He has been to the 
penitentiary8" (p. 49) <• To win lacŷ s attention lymon provided free 
liquor at the cafe and, later, lodging in llss Amelia8s rooms. His su
preme act of devotion occurred during the fight between Mss Amelia and 
lacy. After Mss Amelia had her opponent down, lymon jumped on her 
back, causing lacy to win the fight. Harvin lacy never did return 
lymon8s affection, but he ceased rejecting it and allowed lymon to 
follow along and provide for him. This role of lover-protector pleased 
lymon, and he left Mss Amelia to accompany Marvin lacy out of town. 
After the fight they looted and destroyed most of Mss Amelia8s property, 
and "then they went off together, the two of them*’ (p. 64)«

Although he is not alone at the close of the novel, Marvin 
lacy, like Mss Amelia who lost lymon, failed in his one attempt at a 
loveeeohneetion to release him from his loneliness. This attempt was 
his love for Mss Amelia, which later turned to hate and caused him to 
seek revenge. As she has with other characters, Mrs. MoOullers ex
plains Macy8s character and isolation in terms of his childhood. One 
of seven unwanted, mistreated, and finally- abandoned children, Marvin 
found refuge in the home of a kind and loving couple. But his heart 
had been shrunk "so that forever afterward it . . . jwasj hard and
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pitted as the seed of a peach £ and he") ngrevr to be bold and fearless 
and cruel® (p„ 2?)=

Unlike Miss Amelia and lymon, whose physical grotesqueness was 
the main cause of their isolation, "Marvin Macy was the handsomest man 
in this region— being six feet one inch tall, hard-muscled, and with 
slow gray eyes and curly hair" (p. 25)• Maeyf's loneliness stemmed 
partly from this physical charm, however, for he was the beloved of all 
the girls in the region except "that solitary, gangling, queer-eyed 
girl" (p. 26), Mss Amelia, Since being the beloved is often an in
tolerable position in Mrs, McGullers*' world, Macy rejected all the 
other girls and pursued Mss Amelia, This pursuit resulted in his 
being even more isolated. He wanted Mss Amelia, not for her money, 
"but solely out of love" (p. 26),

This love reformed Marvin Macy, He was no longer a man of evil 
character, wicked deeds, and bad reputation who caused people to wonder 
"if such a person had within him a heart and soul" (p. 26), Macy 
changed into a man who "would stand near the door of her (Miss Amelia? sj 
premises , , , his eyes meek and longing and misty gray" (p, 27), He 
became kind to his foster parents, thrifty, religious, and polite. He 
quit fighting and swearing, and after two yearspproposed to Mss Amelia, 

But although Mss Amelia married Marvin Macy, "she treated her 
groom in exactly the same manner she would have used with some customer 
who had come into the store to buy a pint from her" (p, 28), During 
the ten days after their marriage Mss Amelia spent three mights alone 
in the kitchen before turning Marvin Macy out of the house. In spite 
of his signing all of his possessions over to her, "Miss Amelia hit him
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■whenever he came within army's reach ef her** (p. 3©)» so that finally he 
left town after writing her a letter« **It was a wild love letter— but 
in it were also included threats, and he swore that in his life he would 
get even with her** (p. 30)•

**fhe true character of Marvin Haey finally revealed itself, once 
he had freed himself of his love** (p» 31)° And after becoming the 
state*s most notorious criminal, he was sentenced to a prison term. As 
we have seen, Maey did wreak his vengeance on Amelia, although this did 
not serve to release him again from his solitary life.

Mention should be made here of the symbolism of the cafe'in 
this novel. In the ever-present theme of love versus isolation in Mrs, 
MeSullers* works, there is a meed among her characters for a place, an 
atmosphere, where maa*s inevitable loneliness may be, if only temporar
ily, made to disappear. Such a place— not unlike Ernest Hemingway*s 
**01eam Well lighted Place**— is Miss Amelia*s cafel In The Heart Is a 
lonely Hunter, the Hew York Cafe7 and Mister Singer*'s quarters shared 
this function. In Reflections in a Golden Eye, the Captain6,s living 
room, Alison®s bedroom, and the barracks served in this capacity for 
different characters. In The Member of the Wedding, the Adams® kitchen 
was the real scene of conviviality, although Frankie imagined the Blue 
Moon to be a wonderful gathering place until she went there. In Clock 
Without Hands, the reader sees the compounding room of Malone*s drug
store as the scene of respite for the Judge, the Judge*'s home for 
Malone, and Sherman Pew® s house for Jester Clane,

Although this idea is consistent, then, it is in The Ballad of 
the Sad Cafe7 that it is most fully developed and explained. The cafe7



represents Miss Ameliâ s release from solitude as it began mth Ŝ men̂ 's 
arrival and started its decline with his departure. Mrs. McGullers says 
that the eafe/ provided company and genial warmth and caused all custom
ers to put on their best manners. "For the atmosphere Of a proper cafe' 
implies these qualities; fellowship, the satisfactions of the belly, 
and a certain gaiety and grace of behavior” (p. 21). The cafê s popu
larity she ascribes not only to ”the warmth, the decorations, and the 
brightness” (p. 50), but to the peoplê s new pride.

To understand this new pride the cheapness of human life must 
be kept in mind. . . .life could become one long dim scramble 
just to get the things needed to keep alive. . . . All useful 

. things have a price, and are bought only with money. ...
But no value has been put on human life; it is given to us
free and taken without being paid for. ilhat is it worth? If
you look around, at times the value may seem to be little or
nothing at all. Often after you have sweated and tried and 
things are not better for you, there comes a feeling deep down 
in the soul that you are not worth much (pp. 50-51).

But to enjoy the eafeC, you could spend just a penny for punch and enjoy 
the ̂company of others. '.‘“There, for a few hours at least, the deep bit
ter knowing that you are not worth much in this world could be laid low” 
CP ° 51)e

After the cafe was boarded up, the town became desolate and 
dreary, providing nothing to do. However, Mrs. McGullers leaves the 
reader with the idea that spiritual isolation can be mitigated. Although
Miss Amelia lost her love connection and caused the townsfolk to lose
their cafe" connection, one can always listen to the twelve men on the
chain gang on the Fork Falls highway. These men are connected even in
their prison life by identical uniforms, jobs, prison chains, but most of 
all by their singing. They join in escaping harsh reality through song.



One dark voice ■will start a phrase, half-sung, and like a 
qaestiea. <8M after a moment another voice will join. in, 
soon the whole gang will be singing« , . , It seems that 
the sound does not come from the twelve men on the gang, but 
from the earth itself, or the wide sky (p. 66)«

This music transcends race (,?Just twelve mortal men, seven of them 
black and five of them white boys" -jp. 66}) and the difference between 
prisoners and free men, to communicate with the listener» "It is music 
that causes the heart to broaden and the listener to grow cold with 
ecstasy and fright" (p. 66). The music, as did the cafê  connects the 
listener to the "twelve mortal men who are together" (p. 66), who repre
sent man in his predicament of loneliness which both joins and separates.

They escape temporarily,through their singing (love) which, 
significantly, they do together in an attempt to resolve, or 
rather dissolve, their individual identities; but their 
music is "both somber and joyful" (love, that is, mixed with 
despair) .-r®

30Evans, "The Theme of Spiritual Isolation » . 348.



CHAPTER T

CLOCK WITHOUT HANDS

"The society in which they live has lost its camamal spirit 
and is composed of but an indeterminate number of individuals living in 
psychological isolation from each otherAlthough Horace Taylor was 
discussing Mrs. McGullers® first novel, The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, 
when he made this statement, it applies to all her novels and perhaps 
best of all to Clock Without Hands, published twenty-one years after 
The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. The society which is depicted in this 
latest novel also suffers from the lack of a communal spirit, and its 
members live in ̂ psychological isolation.” Added to the earlier por
trayed causes of isolation are modern sociological problems, such as 
federal housing projects, Wegr© voting rights, and the Supreme Court 
decision on school integration. Although "the world of the private 
vision which was her Q hts. MoGullersQ domain has been more and more
intruded upon by the public world which threatens to destroy, literally 

: 32 'the actual worldj” these public problems intensify the innate isola
tion.

^Horace.P. Taylor, "The Heart Is a Lonely Hunters A Southern 
Waste Land," Studies, in American literature, - ed. Waldo Mclair and Leo B 
Levy, Louisiana State University Studies, Humanities' Series Humber.. 8 
(Baton. Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 196(0), p. 158.

^%ore Vidal, "World Cut side," Eeporter, XXV (September 28, 
1961), 52. ... - ,



©liver Evans has stated that *in all of firs* McCxallers® earlier 
work . e • she was oeneeraed with the loneliness that results from a 
lack of rapport with other individuals; in ©lock Without Hands she is 
concerned with the loneliness that results from a lack of rapport with 
the selfo I submit that this is only part of the truth« I have 
tried to show that in all of her previous novels Mrs. MeGullers was 
concerned with the loneliness that resulted mainly from an innate 
spiritual isolation caused by qualities within the characters them
selves and that this loneliness resulted in a lack of rapport with 
other individuals. I agree that in Clock Without Hands she emphasizes 
the loneliness caused by lack of rapport with the self, but she also 
investigates this loneliness as it manifests itself in a lack of 
rapport with others. In the earlier works, this quest for self-identity 
was more psychological and physiological than in Clock Without Hands 
where two of the major characters actually search for their parentage, 
and in Clock Without Hands these searches for self-identity are more 
satisfactorily completed than in her former novels.

The quest of J. T. Malone in Clock Without Hands is a psycho
logical need for self-identity, unrecognized until he learned about his 
impending death from lukemia. like Alison langdon and lymon, J. T. 
Malone feared death; but unlike them, he found that his fear had become 
a reality when he was told by a doctor that he would live for only 
twelve or fifteen more months. It is Malone?'s reaction to this news 
that sets the framework for the novel and gives significance to the

^Bvans, “The Achievement of Carson MeGullers,“ 306.
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title. Jo To Halone, not knowing just t̂ aen to expeet death, bmt aware 
that Ms time was running ®mt, felt like a man watching a clock without 
handso The universal application is, of course, that all men watch the 
same handless clock«

Malone*s isolation was caused by Ms lack of self-confidence 
and a lack of any real direction in his life. He was a lonely man, 
having made very few satisfactory connections in his lifetime. He did 
not have a close relationship with his family. “He lived now in a 
curious vacuum surrounded by the concerns of family life ... and the 
daily activities swirled around him as dead leaves ring the center of a 
whirlpool, leaving him curiously untouched.His wife was far re
moved from him with her Goca-Gola stock and her catering business, and 
“the passions of marriage had long since winnowed to the preoccupations 
of parenthood" (p. 8). After receiving the medical verdict, Malone 
“was surrounded by a zone of loneliness. ... He did not tell Ms wife 
about Ms trouble because of the intimacy that tragedy might have 
restored" (p. 8). But he was unable to bear his knowledge alone. It 
confused Mm. "He was unable to acknowledge the reality of approacMng 
death, and the conflict led to a sense of ubiquitous unreality. ... 
Malone felt he blundered among a world of incongruities in wMch there 
was no order Or conceivable design" (p. 9)°

His attempts at finding solace in the church failed twice.
Soon after Ms diagnosis "Malone sought comfort in the church. When

Carson MeGullers, Clock Without Hands, Second printing 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961)p. 9°



tormented by the unreality of both death and life, it helped him to 
know that the First Baptist Chureh was real enough” (p. 9)« The 
property was worth two million dollars, and *a church like that was 
bound to be real” (p» 10)» But after hearing a folksy sermon about 
”the salvation that draws the bead on death” (p. 10) from which he ex
pected some personal revelation but received none, Malone ”felt -a little 
cheated when he left the church» How could you draw a bead on death?
It was like aiming at the sky” (p° 11). His second attempt was 
severalmmonths later after concurring diagnoses from other doctors» 
”Afraid to talk to the doctors, unable to speak of anything intimate 
with his own wife, Malone just blundered silently” (p. 154)• He went 
to church regularly but heard sermons about living, not about dying; 
and ”though he shook hands with Br. Watson at the end of every church 
service, he felt no communication with him, or any of the other 
worshippers” (p. 155)•- 'Finally he sought comfort from the minister in 
the clergyman®s home. To Malone®s request for discussing death, the 
soul, and afterlife, this minister who in church ”could3make glib 
sermons about the soul „ . . found thatj in his own home, with only 
one man asking, his glibness turned to embarrassment and he only said,
®T don®t know what you mean. Hr. Malone®” (p. 155)« After hearing that 
”®all Christians should prepare for death . . .by righteous living®”
(p. 156), and that eternal life ”®is the extension of earthly life, but 
more intensified®” (p. 156), Malone left ”in a daze of weariness and 
vacuity” (p. 157). He ”thought of the drabness of his life and 
wondered how it could be more intensified. Was afterlife continual 
tedium and was that why he struggled so in order to hold onto



life?5* (p. 156)
The first person Malone confided in about his disease was Judge 

Glane, the former Congressman« l®is friendship with the Judge was one 
of his great prides1* (p. .14)* Although he had known the Judge ever 
since coming to the town, 11 a special intimacy had flowered after the 
Judge®s illness11 (p. 14)» This special intimacy consisted mainly of 
Malone®s being an agreeable sounding board for Judge Clanê s ideas. 
Ûsually the Judge would talk and Malone would listen. ... If Malone 
ever had mi savings about the ideas of the old Judge, he smothered them 
immediately. . For who was he to cavil with a congressman?11 (p. 14) 
Malone revealed his lukemia and death sentence to the Judge one Sunday 
in the compounding room of his pharmacy when the Judge had stopped by 
as usual to have a drink before Sunday dinner. The Judge®s immediate 
reaction to this news was to doubt the doctor. doctors— with all
due respect to the medical profession, 1 seldom believe a word they 
say1'11 (p. 15). He then tried to comfort Malone with the thought that 
death is every man®s fate, wgvery hour-each living soul comes closer 
to death— but how often do we think of it?®** (p. 1?) Although this 
second thought brought Malone solace at his death, he first seized upon 
the Judge®s previous reaction and consulted at least five different 
doctors in the course of his illness.

Impending death brought to Malone an awareness, of life in him

self and others and a surge of newly-felt emotions. After the Judge 

left, "Malone remembered the old days and thought of the Judge 

now . . .  £ancf| his heart sang with love as grave and somber as the 

organ music in the .church" (p. 24)« Immediately after this experience.
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a blue-eyed legre bey case int© Malome®s pharmacy to return some keys 
the Judge had dropped outside; and Malone felt himself "cold with loath
ing and hatred® ,(p° 25) as he watched the boy leave, Malone found him
self wondering 11 at those alien emotions that had veered so violently in 
his once mild heart. He was split between love and hatred— but what he 
loved and what he hated was unclear. For the first time he knew that
death was near him® (p. 25)°

The revelation of his situation to his wife was even worse than 
Malone had feared, ®The distant casualness of his married life® (p. 46) 
was jarred when Martha, in her comcerm to comfort him, suggested a re
turn to intimacy; and ®Malone was horrified knowing that, not only was 
he going to die, but some part of him had died also without his having 
realized® (p. 47)° Again Malone went to Judge 01ame?'s house seeking 
solace, but left with only the new thought of going to Johns Hopkins 
Hospital for a really good diagnosis.

So J» T. Malone continued searching for a way to face death 
through spring, summer, and fall. He was embarrassingly pampered as an 
invalid at home, unrealistically assured that he was perfectly healthy 
by the Judge, and told to live a good life, of which man alone is the 
judge, at church. . But in Hevember the answer he was seeking suddenly 
started coming to Malone. The final realization that his help lay 
within himself began when Malone read these lines in a hospital library 
books ®The greatest danger, that of losing one ft's own self, may pass 
off quietly as if it were nothings every other loss, that of an arm, a 
leg, five dollars, a wife, etc., ijs sure to be noticed® (p° 147)° As 
these words imbedded themselves in Maloneys mind, he became aware of



his lack of self-eonfidenee and direction in life. He teas able to see

how he had lost his identity, his own self, by having decisions made

for him. in overly ambitions father had caused him to go to medical

school, which he flunked, and his marriage had taken place before he

had realized what was happening. ■

Eegret, or disappointment was certainly there. There 
was no particular time when he asked, sls this all 
there is of life?* but as he grew older;he asked it 
wordlessly, lo, -he had net lost an arm, or a leg, or 
any particular five dollars, but little by little he 
had lost his own self (p. 149)«

This insight caused a change in Maloneys attitude. lying had 

quickened his livingness" (p. 149) so that he began taking better care

of himself— his clothes, teeth, and business affairs. He also started

daydreaming about a trip he would take alone.

He did not tell his wife about the trip he was planning 
later on to Vermont or Maine where he could see snow.
O O © O O O o O © O O © O © O Q © © O O © O O O o Q O 0

He thought of the mountains, the North, snow, the 
ocean . . » thought of all the life he had spent unlived.
He wondered how he could die since he had not yet lived 
(p. 15®).

Malone has had this typical McCmllers daydream before. luring the pre

vious summer he had daydreamed that he would go to "a northern country, 

to Vermont or Maine where again he would see snow5* (p. 129) as he had 
in lew York during medical school. "He saw in his mimd*s eye the polar 

enchantment of snow and felt the cool of it" (p. 13®). This snow dream 

represented escape from loneliness which he had only achieved ©nee.

"As he thought of snow he felt a freedom, and a guilt gnawed him. . . . 

©nee, and only once, he had had the guilt of•freedom" (p. 13©). Twelve 

years earlier he had had a summer affair with a clerk in the dry goods
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store. Although- it had ended and he had not seen her since, he still 
dreamed of her and was glad that he had had that happy summer. "Think
ing of freedom was like thinking of snow" (p. 131)»

Slowly, at the end of his life as Malone emerged from his cell 
of isolation, he became aware of things so long unnoticed. "Malone, 
dying, was sensitive to sunrise" (p. 235)° He saw that the vegetable 
garden had grown and,had been eaten without his being aware of it.
Also as Malone established rapport with himself, he found his rapport 
with others increasing. He discovered that he had been ignoring his 
wife ("For years his wifê s voice had been like a sawmill to Mm, a 
sound you hear but pay no attention to" |p. 119jf) while turning the 
care of the children over to her. "Mrs. Malone disciplined the children, 
as Malone felt it was the wife%s duty, . . . £buVJ she always cried 
when it was her clear duty to spank one of the children" (p. 120). low 
he re-established his connection with her. "He no longer thought about 
the zones of loneliness that had so bewildered him. . . . The love for 
his wife that had so receded returned to him. ... Malone felt a 
nearer value of her love" (pp. 236-237)° Although he refused to murder 
the legro who had moved into the white section, on the grounds of not 
wanting to endanger his own soul so close to death, Malone, in taking 
this stand, did make some connection with another human, low that he 
was "dying, living assumed order and a simplicity that Malone had never 
known before" (p. 241)°

There was no longer a revulsion against nature, against 
things. A strange lightness had come upon his soul and 
he exalted. He looked at nature now and it was part of 
himself. He was no longer a man watching a clock without 
hands. He. was not alone, he did not rebel, he did not
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suffer. He did not even think of death these days. He 
was not a.man dying...nobody died, everybody died (p.. 236),

These final eommeetions with self, loved ones, humanity, and mature
caused Malone to die with a sigh, "gently, -without struggle or fear"
Cp o 24l) O

Although the title of this novel refers to J, T, Maloneys prob
lem, the central character, with whom all of the other major characters 
had contact, is Judge Fox Glame, Judge Clame did not need to search 
for his identity because his image of himself as statesman, civic 
leader, archsegregationist, and defender of states* rights wasffixed. 
However, the Judge*s isolation lay in his lack of rapport with himself 
because of his delusions about his own grandeur and about his relation
ship with others,

A former congressman, the Judge in his old age and infirmity 
caused by a heart attack, gloried in remembering phrases from his old 
newspaper clippings, such as; "A fixed star in the galaxy of Southern 
statesmanship, A man of vision, duty and honor. A glory to this fair 
state and to the South" (p. 212). The Judge was opposed to any ex
tension of power by the federal government, and told his grandson, "*As 
a responsible man I*m determined that things in this town and state are 
going to be in order, and this country too, and the world if I can ac
complish it*" (p. 97)= His favorite scheme to set things right was his 
imaginary bill to redeem Confederate money, just as the United States 
Government had redeemed all conquered countries* currency. This plan 
would bring him the fame her deserved. "*1 may not be immortal yet, but 
you wait and see, my name will be synonymous with George Washington or



Abraham Lincoln « <, » more beloved than Idncoln?:ss for X am the one who 
mil redress the •wrongs in my countrŷ " (p. 97)» Judge Glane was a 
segregationist who liked individual Negroes, such as his amanuensis, 
Sherman Few, and his servants, whom he had always spoiled with expensive 
and impractical gifts. But the Judge was firmly committed to his belief 
in slavery. ”«Why of course I believe in slavery. Civilization is 
founded on slaverŷ * (p. 162)« When he spoke to the group that met in 
Maloneys pharmacy to act against the Negro who had moved into the white 
section, !?secretly the Judge was excited. In the old days the Judge 
had been a Ku "Kluxer and he missed it when the Klam was suppressed and 
he could not go to those white-sheeted meetings at Pine Mountain and 
fill himself with a secret and invisible power® (p. 219)= He explained 
segregation by saying t?It is a. sad commentary on human nature but every 
man has to have somebody to look down on® (p. 220).

But the Judge had many people other than Negroes to look down 
upon 81 as he was one of those persons - who felt that anything he owned 
was greatly superior to the possessions of others ... even if they 
were identical® (p. 50). This superiority often brought loneliness to 
Judge Clans, and he had sought many connections in his life to overcome 
this isolation. His marriage to Hiss Missy was the most successful of 
all his attempted connections but had been cut short by her death from 
cancer, which left him with fond memories but ® lone some and grieving as 
he rattled around the enormous house® (p. 52). His attempts to find a 
substitute remind one of Berenice in The Member of the Wedding as she 
tried to duplicate her happiness with her first husband. Indie Freeman, 
by marrying one man because he had a thumb identical to Indies's and
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smother beeamse he wore Smdle1’s coat in the same manner. So did Judge 
Glame look for replicas of Mss Missy. He began veiled, subeonsoious 
search for his dead wife" (p. 53)« To duplicate Mss Mssy he searched 
for a woman who sang in a church choir, was blonde, played excellent 
poker, and enjoyed Mss Missy®s favorite foods. Also "Mss Mssy was 
a pure woman, and automatically he considered only the pure" (p, 53)«
The Judge did not have Berenice®'s misfortune of marrying second 
choices, for after an evening with each prospective substitute he found 
she only intensified his yearning for his wife. So "after some , . , 
little episodes . = . that came to nothing, the Judge devoted himself 
solely to his grandson and his love for him" (p. 55)®

Judge Glame®s attempts at connection and communication with his
son, and later his grandson, were not so successful as his relationship 
with his wife had been. Both of these next relation ship s were impaired 
by the Judgê s refusal to see the boys as individuals rather than 
carbon copies of himself, Although his son had been shy and idealistic 
whereas the Judge was aggressive and practical, he deluded himself into 
believing Johnny and I . . . ĵ werej more like two brothers than 
father and son®" (p. 188). Although Johnny had followed in his father®s 
footsteps so far as becoming a lawyer and joining his firm, the younger 
man took charity cases and often defended the penniless underdog, 
whereas with Fox Glame, "̂ financial returns or political prestige was, 
and always has been, a prime consideration®" (p. 186). Instead of 
understanding Johnny®s passion for justice for both white and colored, 
rich and poor, which caused him to feel isolated and finally to commit
suicide in the face of frustration, the Judge felt resentment. "It was



as though his sob had cheated him by depriving him of his beloved 
presence'* (p. 184)«

When Johnny®s mfe bore a son and then died and Judge Clane lost 
Miss Missy, he became "absorbed in his grandson, {and} his holrlouness of 
grief diminished " (pp« 55“•56)» But in the process of spoiling Jester, 
the Judge made the same mistake as he had -with his son, that of not under
standing him. He saw the boy. Jester, as a duplicate of his own son, and 
therefore as a duplicate of himself. In the first assumption he was 
correct, for Jester, like Johnny, turned to the practice of law to rebel 
against social injustice. When Judge Clane learned of Jester's decision 
to become a lawyer like his father, the Judge®s reaction was? ’"So you 
want to emulate your grandfather? ... Your father, your grandfather... 
we were like blood twin brothers'. You are just another Clane off the 
old block" (p. 204)o But in resembling his father. Jester automatically 
was different from the Judge. "Although he continued living with his 
grandfather after he started thinking for himself and questioning the 
justice of white supremacy. Jester's independence forced the Judge to 
search elsewhere for a satisfactory connection.

Interestingly, Judge Clane turned to the blue-eyed Negro,
Sherman Few. The Judge had been connected with this boy before. The 
first time was just before Sherman's birth when the Judge sentenced 
the boy's Negro father to be executed. His crime had been to kill the 
white husband of Sherman's white mother. The second time occurred 
when Sherman, as a golf caddy, saved the Judge's life by pulling him 
out of a pond. Rejected by Jester, the Judge hired Sherman as a secre
tary and companion, and "after the years of boredom and endless blank



time, the titter joy of having important letters to compose and. a 
genuine amanuensis at his disposal made the Judge as buoyant as a boy 
again” (p. 10?)« At first the relationship was very satisfactory. 
Sherman wrote the Judge ̂ s letters, drank bourbon and branch water with 
him, read poetry aloud, gave him his insulin injections, and watched 
his diet. As ike Judge told Malone, ”?That boy is a golden skein in my 
old age*** (p. 127) • But soon the Judge forgot that Sherman was a legro, 
and he revealed both his schemes to restore the Southern currency and 
his views on slavery. Because Sherman refused to write letters on 
these subjects, and argued with the Judge, their relationship deteri
orated.

During this time the Judge*8 Negro servant. Verily, quit be
cause she had found a job with a lady who would pay higher wages, would 
give her two days off, and would figure her social security papers.
The Judge did not believe in social security any more than he believed 
in federal income tax, which he never paid. After Verily left, ”the 
house was absolutely silent amdtthe Judge was afraid. He was afraid 
that if he was left alone there in his own house he would have a 
stroke” (p. 207). Because he was afraid of the loneliness and silence, 
Judge Clane fled to Maloneys compounding room more often than usual or 
wandered the streets until Mrs. Malone found him another servant. Al
though the new woman was a poor cook and slovenly, ”she. had never heard 
of social security and could neither read nor write, which gave the 
Judge some subtle satisfaction. Why, he did not question” (p. 210). 
low he ”was no longer afraid to be alone in the house. He no longer 
wanted to call, *Somebody£ Anybody?* for the presence of another human



feeing consoled him” (p« 210)»
Soon Sherman Few quit the Judge* s employ completely and moved 

into a white neighborhood. Mow that Sherman was &o longer his feeloved 
and his amanuensis, but a rebellious Negro, Judge Clane was the chief 
spokesman at the meeting which decided Sherman®s fate. This same man, 
who a few months earlier had revealed to Sherman that his own worst 
fear was "the nothing nothing of the grave*8 (p. 185) s led the group 
which planned Sherman®s death.

Judge Clane found in all his relationships, except that with 
Miss Missy, the truth, of Mrs. MeCullers® idea that the lover pursues 
his beloved regardless of its grotesqueness, imbues it with his own de
sires, and is ultimately rejected.

Judge Clane®s isolation was even more intensified at the end of 
the novel by the newly announced Supreme Court decision for school de
segregation. Feeling the world pulling away from his entrenched be
liefs, the Judge tried to appeal to the citizens of Milan; but when he 
faced the radio microphone, 11 the only thing that came to him was the 
first speech he had memorized in' law school*8 (p. 240)• Ironically, 
this was the Gettysburg Address.

Jester Clane, the Judge*’s grandson, had a twofold search for 
identity. He sought information about his father, who committed 
suicide before Jester®s birth, and he sought his own purpose in life. 
Not content to be a carbon copy of his grandfather. Jester developed 
the ability to think for himself. . **®I used to have ideas exactly like 
everybody else. And mow I have my own ideas®** (p. 31). Because he was 
denied full knowledge of his father®s life and death and because he had
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developed beliefs Takieh separated him from Ms grandfather. Jester was 
lonelyo 81 Jester was going to say 1%-Ve been very lonely, but he could 
not bring himself to admit tMs truth aloud88 (p, 31), He became very 
introspective| and when Ms grandfather accused young people of 
Jester8 s generation of having no passion (meaning hatred of Negroes), 
Jester reinterpreted passion as sexual experience and felt guilty in 
Ms inexperience. In his need to escape from his isolation. Jester 
had sought this type of passion, but in vain, "He had never felt the 
normal sexual urge and Ms heart quaked with fear for himself, as more 
than anything else he yearned to be exactly like everyone else" (p, 93)= 
He was morbidly afraid that he was not normal. "If it turned out that 
he was homosexual like men in the Kinsey Report, Jester had vowed that 
he would kill himself" (p. 94)•

But he had attempted to make connections. Once the object of 
Ms affections had been fed Hopkins, the school athlete whom Jester had 
loved for a whole year before trying to give him a golden football 
charm. But tMs offer was rebuked, and "as Ted8 s blue eyes looked 
mockingly and suspiciously. Jester blushed the warm painful blush of 
the very fair and his freckles darkened" (p, 43)« He had also loved 
Miss Pafford, the English teacher who wore bangs and no lipstick. These 
former loves were later overshadowed by his feelings for Sherman Pew, 
Prepared for tMs connection by Ms newly formed anti-segregation ideas. 
Jester was drawn by the Negro boy8s playing a tune on the piano, "a 
blues tune, voluptuous and grieving" (p, 44)° He went to Sherman8's 
house and when the door was opened "stood speechless in the doorway, 
knowing only that something overwhelming was about to happen to him.
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<> e o He questioned wordlessly the overwhelming feeling. Was it fear? 

Was it love? Or was it— at last, was it— passion? The jazz sadness 

shattered” (p. 44)?

In Sherman, Jester found an object for his stored-up love.

This passion, which Mrs. McCullers explained as "love at first sight”

(p. 81), certainly was homosexual. When Sherman spoke to him, "Jester 
felt . . . the creepy thrill from the simple calling of his name”
(p. 73) • When he saw ShermanR’s hand stroking the bedspread, "the 
Segro-eolored hand against the rose gave Jester an inexplicable creepy 
thrill ... and he felt that if his own hand would touch the outspread 
one he would feel a shock like an electric eel” (p. 73). In his day
dreams "Jester felt that if he touched Sherman it would lead to a 
mortal sin, but what the sin was, he didn̂ t know. He was just careful
not to touch him and watched him with the zombie eyes of passion”
(p. 82).. To seek release from this passion. Jester, for the first time, 
visited a prostitute. ”He closed his eyes, and having in mind a dark 
face and blue flickering eyes, he was able to become a man” (p. 84)» 
Ironically, this sexual experience triggered by a homosexual desire 
assured Jester that he was normal and had been worrying needlessly about 
his lack of passion. "Secretly Jester thought sex was a fake, but now
that he had become a man, he felt cocksure and free” (p. 93)«

The relationship between Jester and Sherman continued with 
Jester (lover) admiring and seeking to please Sherman (beloved), and at 
the same time being scoffed at, tormented, and ridiculed. Jester tried 
to imitate Shermants large vocabulary and practiced the piano so that 
he might play as well as Sherman. The Wegro boy spurned Jester̂ s



admiration and was furious when Jester played the piano well. Sherman 
accepted Jesterfs gifts- without any thanks or acknowledgment and de
lighted in shocking Jester with dirty stories. Jester even rationalized 
Sherman*s scorn into desirable behavior.

Furthermore he was learning to understand Sherman* and 
understanding which conflicts with the ruthless violence of 
passion leads to both pity and love. . . .  Another element 
of their relationship was JesterKs dim awareness that he 
was the chosen one; that he was the one that Sherman used 
to lash out against when he wanted to lash out against the 
world. For Jester knew dimly that fury is unleased more 
freely against those you are most close to ... so close 
that there is the trust that anger and ugliness will be . 
forgiven. ... So while Sherman? s wounding remarks were 
certainly no blessing* he sensed,in them a kind of trust 
for which he was grateful (pp. 136-137).

Only once did Jester overtly reveal his feelings. In a burst of emo
tion while visiting Sherman when he was sick* Jester “suddenly kissed 
Sherman on the cheek" (p. 144)» The Negroes reaction was a slap which, 
led to a fist fight and later to a discussion on which blows and posi
tions were more sportsmanlike. But Jester still could not understand 
“why we ean?t be serious and sincere" (p. 145).

For a while it seemed to Jester that this connection with 
Sherman Pew was what he had been seeking. "The first of that fall was 
the happiest time Jester had ever known" (p. 136). But this connection* 
too* failed. Sherman hanged Jester? s pet dog in his desire to "do 
something" (p. 215) and grew away from Jester in his attempts to bring 
attention to himself as a Megro. In spite of this Jester went to warn 
Sherman immediately after overhearing the plan to bomb his house. When 
Sherman asked why Jester took the trouble * Jester replied that he did 
not know why. "Over and over Jester had asked himself why he eared for 
Sherman. When he was with him* there was a shafting feeling in the
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region of his belly or his heart, lot all the time, but just in 

spasms” (p. 229)o

After Sherman®s death. Jester took the murderer, the man 'who 

threw the bomb, for an airplane ride, intending to shoot him. But this 

man®s grotesque story of having fourteen children in the hopes of 

having quintuplets and getting rich quick flmade Jester laugh that 

laughter of despair. And once having laughed and despaired and pitied, 

he knew he could not use the pistol. Tor in that instant the seed of 

compassion, forced by sorrow, had begun to blossom” (p. 233)» From the 

perspective of the airplane Jester changed his mind, not because of 

cowardice but because to commit another murder seemed useless. "The 

whole earth from a great distance means less than one long look into a 

pair of human eyes. Even the eyes of the enemy” (p. 234)« This ride 

had closed the Sherman Pew chapter of Jester$,s life. ”His odyssey of 

passion, friendship, love, and revenge was now finished” (p. 234)°

While Jester sought for some connection to compensate for not 

knowing about his father, he also indulged in escape dreams. In these

dreams he would often die a heroes, death by saving some one® s life. In
"■

*fhis dreams5 which were nearly always in foreign cemtries11 (p* 203)» 

he had saved 'Sherman from a mob and Marilyn Monroe from an avalanche in 

Switzerland.

But finally the Judge revealed to Jester the story of his 

father*'s defense of the Wegro, Sherman Jones; the Judge®s sentencing 

Jones to death; Mrs. "Little®s deathbed curse on Johnny for not getting 

Jones acquitted; the birth of her son, Sherman Pew; Johnny®s confession 

of loving Mrs. Little (the Judge called it lust); and the young lawyer*s
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suicide a week later. This aewfemd knowledge gave Jester the self-
identity and goal in life that he sought.

Who am I? What am I? Where am I going? Those questions, 
the ghosts that haunt the adolescent heart, were finally 1 
. answered for Jester. . = . Having found his father he was 
able to find himself. He was his father*s son and he was 
going to be a lawyer. Once the bewilderment of too many
choices was cleared away. Jester felt happy and free
(pp. 203-204)o

Activities such as playing the piano and flying an airplane which had 
been attempts to compensate for his loneliness now receded to their 
appropriate role as hobbies. t,$'0h, I*m so relieved,# said Jester. *1 
had thought about so many things that I could do in life. Play the 
piano, fly a plane. But none of them exactly fitted. I was like a cat 
always climbing the wrong tree®” (p. 204). '

Although he was the beloved of both Judge Clane and Jester, 
Sherman Pew is probably the character who felt his isolation most 
keenly. Sherman*s isolation stemmed from two factors. As Berenice ex
plained to Wankie, Negroes are caught more than any other people and
are cut off because of their blackness. Sherman was caught in this
trap, but his isolation was even more complete because of his blue eyes. 
He belonged fully to neither race. Also isolating him was his lack of 
family connection. Like Jester, he yearned to know his parents, but 
.unlike Jester, who knew who but not what about his father, Sherman did 
not even know who.

While Jester*s attention focused on his father, Sherman*s search 
had always been for his Negro mother.

In his search for his true mother, Sherman had seldom 
thought about his father. Sherman thought only that he was 
a white man, he imagined that the unknown white father had ■



raped his mother« For every boy* s mother is virtuouss es
pecially if she is Imaginary. Therefore, he hated his father,
hated even to think about him. ... He had never sought his 
father as he sought his mother, the dreams of his mother had 
lulled and solaced him, but he thought of his father mth pure 
hate (p. 167). ,

This search for his mother had lasted all of Sherman*s childhood. s,He
■would pick out one woman after another who had a gentle touch and a
soft voice. Is this my mother? he would think in wordless expectancy
that ended always in sorrow" (p. 78). It reached its climax in his
attempt to find out at Jester*s suggestion if Marian Anderson was his
mother. He wrote her a letter, addressed to the steps of the Lincoln
Memorial, and then "lived for three months in suspense, suspense that
little by little grew into anxiety. Why hadn®t Madame Anderson replied
to his letter?" (p. 128) But the search ended when he read the truth
about Mrs. little and Sherman Jones in the Judge8 s files.

A white woman, blue eyes, was all so otherwise than he had
dreamed. . . . Who am I? What am 1? All that he knew at
that hour was that he was sick. His ears were waterfalls 
of disgrace and shame. Ho, Marian Anderson had not been his 
mother, nor Lena Horne, nor Bessie Smith, nor any of the 
honeyed ladies of, his childhood. He had been tricked. He
had been cheated. He wanted to die like the Negro man had
died. But he would never fool around with a white person, 
that was for sure (pp. 211-212).

Abandoned in a church as a baby, Sherman had gone from foster 
home to foster home, seeking but never finding satisfactory connections. 
He had left one foster family, the Stephens, because of Mr. Stephens* 
indecent advances. Next Mrs. Mullins had cared for him. These were 
happy years, but Mrs. Mullins died; and Sherman and her son, Zippo, 
took an apartment together because Mr. Mullins married a woman they 
disliked. In his search for a satisfactory connection, Sherman turned
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to Zippo, bat found that his affection was not returned» **Jj©2cb to a 

mother, he wanted a friend the most. He admired and feared Zippo who 

was always insulting him, never washed a dish even when Sherman did the 

cooking, and treated him very much as he . . . QlaterJ treated Jester1*

Cp « 168 ) o
Sherman compensated for his loneliness in several ways. He be

came as well educated as possible, developed a large, although not al

ways accurate, vocabulary, and spoke the clearly enunciated white man* s 

speech. He was an inveterate braggart and liar, which caused him to 

give voice to his over-active imagination. He had a talent for singing 

and playing the piano, and used this as an escape device. Is he 

searched for self-identity and a connection with a friend or parent, 

Sherman also connected with a larger group, the whole Negro race. He, 

like Doctor Copeland in The Heart Is a lonely Hunter, was offended by. 

Negro culture. He hated Negro spirituals (f,He had always lashed out 

that it was nigger music11 |p. 8©j), and he lectured Jester on the 
proper terms to use.

“Never say ®white* just out like. that 
“Why?”
“Say Caucasian, otherwise you would refer to my race as 

colored or even Negro, while the proper name is Nigerian or 
Abyssinian” (pp. 80-81).

However, he was very proud of belonging to the Negro race.

Sherman brooded over every lynching, bombing, or indignity 
that his race had suffered. In this Sherman had the 
vulnerability and sensitivity. of an adolescent. . . .  He 
felt that every evil was reserved for him personally . . . .
Since his imagination enveloped all disasters, he felt that 
any evil he read or heard about could just as well have 
happened to himself (pp. 163-164).
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It was his need to belong that caused Sherman, in his despair 

over learning the truth about his parents, to want to t,do something<, do 
something, do something" (p. 214) ° But no one paid any attention when 
he drank at the white fountain in the Court House Square, or went to the
white menKs room in the bus station, or sat on the back pew at the

/Baptist Church, or ordered a glass of water in the drug store« Thus
Sherman was forced by his need to "do something" into buying a house in
the white section. At last, "his heart was saying, I have done some
thing. done something, done something" (p. 228). In spite of Jester?s 
warning, Sherman stayed in his house; he was playing his bought-on-time 
baby grand piano when the fatal bomb was thrown. Only in this way 
could Sherman Pew connect with his race and escape his isolation.

In Clock Without Hands. Mrs. McCullers depicts five characters 
psychologically isolated in this Southern town which has lost its com
munal spirit, partly because of racial problems. One critic has ob
served: "In the labyrinth established for the McCullers characters, a
world of ®no erit,*" man is caught up in the dizziness of life, is in
extricably drawn toward a crisis in which he either recognizes himself

35or, failing this, is lost forever in frustration and despair." In 
her latest novel J. T. Malone and Sherman Pew recognized themselves at 
the moment of crisis and were able to die; Jdster Clane recognized him
self and was able to live; Johnny Clane recognized himself and was unable 
to live; and Judge Pox Clane did not recognize himself and was "lost 
forever in frustration and despair."

O • ' ' ' ' ' " ! - 4
-̂ Catharine Hughes, "World of Outcasts," Commonweal, IXXi 

(October 13, 1961), 75. -



CONCLUSION

The ecmeept ©f human isolation ■which Carson McCullers has set 
forth in her five novels from 1940 to 1961 is not unique» She shares 
this theme -with many other American ■writers, including Herman Melville, 
Mark Twain, and Thomas Wolfe. Ahab̂ s quest for the White Whale, Hacks* 
struggle against society, and Eugene®s search for his own identity all 
reveal man®s moral isolation. Dayton Kohler sees "this sense of lone
liness, at the bottom of the American experience ... both as the re
sult of man®s failure to master his environment and as a residue of the
pioneer effort, its image the hunter or settler alone against the wide

36sweep of a continent." He sees this vision of life as peculiarly 
American and rather puzzling to Europeans.

Even though this isolation theme is recurrent throughout 
American literature, I believe Mrs. McCullers® treatment of the theme 
is significant and somewhat unique. Unlike Melville, Carson McCullers 
deals not so much with moral issues of good and evil as with aan®s re
lationship to and treatment of himself and other men. She shares 
Twain®s critical view of society, but McCullers is more gentle with so
ciety since she sees it composed of individuals, all struggling with 
their own isolation. Where Wolfe calls for an acceptance of isolation 
and a reliance on individuality, McCullers has her characters turn to

36Kohler, 418.
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love as the only means of communication and partial compensation«
Carson McCullers places the emphasis not on the loneliness, but on an 
individual's efforts to overcome this loneliness.

Through a variety of characters, Mrs. McCullers has shorn at
tempts to escape from or compensate for this loneliness through differ
ent kinds of love:. Her first novel. The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, 
dealt with fraternal relationships? the second novel. Reflections in a 
Golden Rye, with convoluted sexual relationships? and the third, The 
Member of the Wedding, more with familial relationships. The fourth 
novel. The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, again dealt with .grotesque sexual 
relationships. In this novel, Mrs. McCullers, as narrator of the tale, 
explicitly stated her ideas on the nature of love. The last novel.
Clock Without Hands, combined the former types of love relationships: 
the fraternal, represented by J. T. Malone and Judge Clane; the gro
tesque, by Jester*'s love for Sherman? and the familial, by the Judge*s 
feelings for his son and grandson. This most recent work also empha
sized isolation because of sociological factors more than did the pre
vious novels.

Carson McCullers has stated her belief that “the function of
the artist is to execute his own indigenous vision, and having done

37that, to keep faith with this vision.“ 1 brief review of her five
novels shows that she has kept faith with her vision of love as man*s 
best weapon in his struggle to escape his inevitable isolation. In 
each novel she has used grotesque characters who suffered from isolation

37McCullers, “The Vision Shared,11 30.
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and seu&Irfc some oomection m t h  a loved ome in order to overcome their 

loneliness. These individuals found that although their love was ul

timately hopeless, it had given them temporary solace from their isola

tion o

&  The Heart Is a lonely Hunter four of the major characters—  

M c k  Kelly, the adolescent tomboy; Biff Brannon, the. womanish cafe 

owner; Jake Blount, the radical social, reformer; and Dr. Copeland, the 

race conscious Wegro. doctor— turned to Singer, a deaf-mute, for affec

tion. Although he served as their listener, Singer could not communi

cate with any of these people or return their affection. He, instead, 

turned to another deaf-mute Antonopomlos, who spumed or ignored his 

attentions and later died in an insane asylum. While Antonopoulos 

lived. Singer was happy being with him or anticipating his next visit 

with him; but after Antonopoulos^ death. Singer, unable to bear his 

isolation, committed suicide. He thus deprived the others of their 

means for escape after having given them temporary respite.

The characters in Reflections in a Golden Bye also follow the 

pattern. Captain Penderton, a sadistic, masochistic homosexual, was 

rejected by his wife and turned to Private Williams, who ignored him 

but afforded him the temporary pleasure of hatred. Private Williams, 

isolated by his unnatural fear of women, was compelled to secret night

time vigils by Xeonora Pendertonrs bedside. These sessions were a 

source of intense emotional satisfaction to Williams, but this love was 

also hopeless and ended when he was discovered and killed by Captain 

Penderton. Alison Bamgdom, the invalid, sought and received affection 

from Anaeleto, the effeminate Filipino houseboy whom she raised and
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who, in "tem, adored her. Their love was not based on a physical re

lationship but on complete commianieation— a rarity in the MeGnllers 

world, Again this relationship ended when Alison died and Anaeleto ran 

away from the army post, . Alison®s husband, Major Langdon, had sought 

love from her but was rejected for his lack of sensitivity. Therefore 

he turned to Leonora, Captain Penderton^s wife, with whom he had a 

satisfactory physical relationship until the shadow of Alisonrs death 

dimmed their pleasure, making another doomed love affair.

. In The Member of the Wedding Frankie Adams was the adolescent 

seeking a self-identity. Confused by her isolation, which she did not 

comprehend at first, she sought to connect with many people; young 

John Henry, girl friends, a grown soldier, her father, their cook 

Berenice, and her brother*s wedding party. Zone of these relation

ships., though she enjoyed some of them at the time, gave her permanent 

satisfaction. And the reader knows that the fun she was having with 

her new girl friend at the end of the novel would also be short-lived. 

Berenice, the Zegro cook, broke through her isolation once when she 

found true love with her first husband, but his death terminated their 

brief marriage and she spent the remainder of her life unsuccessfully 

trying to copy that relationship.

The relationships presented in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe'form 

a complete circle. Amelia, the six-foot, mannish heroine, gave her 

love to the dwarf Cousin lyman, who rejected her. He, in turn, bestowed 

his attentions on Marvin Maey, a criminal and Miss Ameliars former 

husband. Maey, who had once reformed temporarily to marry Amelia, 

avenged her rejection of him by taking away her beloved Ipasa.
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Certainly grotesque, these characters found their isolation relieved 

temporarily by the fact of loving, but also found their love relation

ships unreciprocated. In these relationships there was neither physical 

relationship nor communication. Each of the three individuals had his 

already grotesque qualities enforced by his failure at love. Miss 

Amelia, already an introvert, had her cafe boarded up; Cousin lyman be

came even more spiteful and mischievous; and Marvin Macy earned a repu

tation as a notorious criminal.

Again in Clock Without Hands the love versus isolation theme is 

carried, out. J. T. Malone, informed of his impending death, fully 

realized his isolation for the first time and tried to overcome it.

For him this meant finding himself and then striving to rectify the 

love relationships that had gone astray during his life. Although pre

viously Malone had found these love relationships hopeless, when he 

discovered his self-identity just before his death, he was able to find 

temporary relief from pain and isolation through his love for his 

family. This was not the ideal love of a satisfactory physical rela

tionship nor of complete communication, but did make dying easier for 

him. Judge Fox Clane, the obese former Congressman, had found a satis

factory love with his wife but with her death was unable to find a re

placement for her. He turned for affection first to his son, then to 

his grandson, and finally to the blue-eyed Megro, Sherman Few. He was 

rejected in each case and found his solace in either his memories of 

his wife or fantasies about his relationship with his dead son. Judge 

Clane a* s grandson. Jester, felt his isolation from not knowing about his 

father. He turned not to his- grandfather, but to Sherman, who in turn
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rejected Jester, searched for his own parents, and tried to identify 
with all the grievances against the legro race. Jester learned about 
his father and discovered his vocation as a lawyer; Sherman learned about 
his father and became a martyr for his race.

0arson McCullerŝ  novels are significant because of her use of 
grotesque characters to portray in magnified form.universal human quali
ties. “Her mutes, her hunchbacks, speak of complexities and frustra
tions which are so native to man that they can only be recognized, per
haps, in the shock which comes from seeing them dressed in the robes of
grotesques. They pass upon the street everyday but we only notice them

38when they drag a foot as they go by.® Although grotesques have been 
used at times as symbols by other authors such as Sherwood Anderson, all 
of Mrs. MeCullers5' characters are grotesque, or at least odd to some 
degree. They are all isolated because of some personal inadequacy.
Some have a physical handicap such as Singer*s not being able to hear or 
speak or hymenbeing a dwarf. Some are handicapped by being Negroes 
as were Doctor Copeland and Berenice. Some lacked knowledge of their 
parents as did Sheraan Pew and Jester Clane. Others were unrealistie- 
ally idealistic and therefore doomed to frustration as were Jake Blount 
and Doctor Copeland, or were lacking in a sense of. morals as was Marvin 
Macy. A few like Captain Pendertom were socially misfit because of 
homosexual or other noneonforming tendencies. And many were unsure of 
their real identities as were Biff Brannon with his motherly desires.

William P. Glaneey, tsCarson McGullers,® Commonweal. II? 
(June 15, 1951), 243- -. .
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<J<. To Malone with his doing only what others desired, and Sick Kelly 

and Frankie Adams with their adolescent ambivalence«

Through the universality of her grotesques, Mrs. MeGullers com

ments on society, which is composed of many isolated individuals. The 

less-than-humane treatment which humans often afford to one another is 

a manifestation of or reaction to individual isolation = This mistreat

ment of one another occurs in some form in every novel. It is seen es

pecially in her most recent novel. Clock Without Hands, with the segre

gation problem and was touched upon in The Heart Is a lonely Hunter 

with Doctor Copelandrs concern for his race and Jake Blount®s concern 

for the downtrodden worker. It was also portrayed in Reflections in a 

Golden Eye when the characters were unable to understand and sympathize 

with each other®s problems. For instance Major Xangdon thought that 

Alison was merely a neurotic. In The Ballad of the Sad Cafe the people 

were anxious to believe the rumor that Miss Amelia had killed Xymon 

and later they were eager to see them fight. In The Member of the 

Wedding Frankie®s father didn®'t understand her adolescent feelings, and 

the people at the wedding treated her as a small child.

Hot all, of Mrs. MeGullers® characters are aware of their isola

tion to the same degree» Some recognize their loneliness and conscious

ly seek to overcome it as did Berenice Sadie Brown and Judge Glane when 

they tried to replace their spouses. Some do not realize that they are 

lonely, but still they seek connections as when Frankie Adams tried to 

connect with the wedding. Others subconsciously manifest their loneli-i
ness as a fear of death as did Alison Xangdon and J. T. Malone.

No matter to what degree the characters realize their loneliness.



all of them seek some type of eoimeetion. Some try to eozmeet with 

themselves and achieve self-identity. This is shown hy the adolescents 

Hick and Frankie, the grown up J. T« Malone, and the two “orphans” 

Jester and Sherman. Most of Mrs. MeCullers* characters seek a connec

tion with another person. This may he a family relationship as when 

Frankie tried to he close to her father and her brother or when Judge 

Clane sought the affection of his son and then his grandson. This 

other person may be a friend and companion as Singer was to Mick, Jake, 

Biff, and Doctor Copeland; as Alison and Anacleto were to. each other; 

and as the Judge and Sherman were to J. T. Malone and the Judge 

respectively. But most often this connection with another person is a 

love relationship, with a person of either the same or opposite sex. 

Private Williams, leonora Penderton, Major Xangdon, Berenice Sadie 

Brown, Miss Melia, and Marvin Macy all sought love from members of the 

opposite sex. But Singer, Captain Penderton, Cousin lymon, and Jester 

Clane turned to members of their own sex for love. Besides self- 

identity and a relationship with another person, the third type of con

nection that Mrs. MeGullers* characters seek is one with a large group. 

Doctor Copeland and Sherman Pew both tried to connect with the entire 

Efegro race; Frankie tried to connect with neighborhood clubs, a wedding, 

and the whole world.

Although she sees no complete escape from isolation, Mrs. 

McGullers1 vision is not totally pessimistic. She presents the view 

that although his efforts are doomed to eventual failure, man will con

tinue to struggle and will achieve a degree of satisfaction from this 

struggle. She tells the reader that in life there is a force which can
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Mitigate individual solitude. This force is love, which although

always hopeless . „ . jjtill] remains the greatest force in human 
39

life.** The hopelessness of this love is partly caused by physical 

love being doomed to failure. In all five novels, Mrs. MeCullers pre

sents only three satisfactory physical love relationships and even 

these failed when the beloved died, as did Berenice* s first husband. 

Indie Freeman, in The Member of the Wedding and Judge Glane4 s wife. 

Missy, in Clock Without Hands, or when something happened to overshadow 

the relationship as when-Alison Laagdon*s death dimmed the relationship 

between her husband and Xeonora Penderton in Reflections in a Golden 

Eye.

love is also hopeless because "communication is the only access 

to love— to love, to conscience, to nature, to God, and to the dream,"^ 

and complete communication between people is impossible in the MeCullers 

worldo Throughout her novels Mrs. MeCullers presents characters trying 

to communicate— to connect, to join— with another individual or group.

In all but three cases (those same satisfactory physical love relation

ships previously mentioned) the communication is one-sided and not 

heard or fully understood by the listener so that most of the characters 

seem to resemble the deaf-mute Singer in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter.

Finally, love is hopeless in Mrs. MeCullers* world of fiction 

because in their attempts to escape loneliness through love, the

-̂ Granville Hicks, "The Subtler Corruptions," Saturday Review. 
2X1? (September 25, 1961), 49°

^MeCullers, "The Flowering Bream . . 164«
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41characters* traetloms msually serve only to latenslfy their solitude <,n 

The more a lover tries to communicate and establish physical or mental 
contact with his beloved, the less he is able to, and the lonelier he 
becomeSo "The feeling of being trapped within one*s own identity and 
unable to form, a meaningful relationship with others leads to the ides 
of uniqueness 'and ultimately of freakishnessThus even the more 
normal characters eventually become grotesque, if only in their own 
mindso. This is seem when Frankie Adams identifies with the freaks aif 
the Fair and is afraid she will become one of them.

But this hopeless love is just what keeps life worth living.
In all five novels, love or the hope of love mitigates the loneliness 
of every character. Whether the love is fraternal, familial, or sexual 
and whether it is normal or grotesque, the fact of loving, even though 
the love is not returned, eases individual solitude. And Mrs. 
McCullers* vision, far from being pessimistic is an optimistic one of 
faith in the human determination to struggle against isolation. Her 
solution to the dilemma of love versus isolation lies in her hofg; that 
people will realize and accept the belief that "the sum of human wis
dom ... is that love is a matter of loving unaltered by not being 
loved and that the dream of one*s life is a matter of faith not fact

Hassan, 313•
^Vickery, 13.
A3■ * ~ f *Ibid., 24o
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